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From the Desk of the Editors. . .
Dear Campers,
As we sit here with writing this article to you, we're reflecting on the awesome summer that is now
drawing to a close. I mean it's just so much fun having to chase all the counselors for their bunk articles,
and then staying up till 4 a.m. typing, editing, and pasting everything together. Actually now that we think
about it, it really was fun. Finding different pics of Mosey to post throughout the yearbook was one of the
most hilarious experiences in or lifetimes. Also, answering when and where Reuven Goldbaum's wedding
is, is a question that just never gets old! While we've had many disagreements on what should be put into
the yearbook, we agreed on one major point. That is, that Reb Elya's "gorgeous" beard shouldn't be in it. Period. Many nightmares will now be avoided B"H. As we look back on the summer, so many memories come
to mind. Who can forget Shinnamon Isaac downing a full pitcher of punch? And do you remember the gym
roaring during those free throws? How bout that epic trip to Kalahari, or the blue and green water during
fake out? Of course everyone will always have the big things like the Shwekey concert and Niagara trip and
color war remain in their minds, but sometimes those little memories are even better. Guys, remember it
all and etch them in your minds, Cuz these are the best experiences you'll ever have. This is really the
whole point of this yearbook. Giving everyone here in camp something tangible to remember their awesome
times over the past summer. When you flip this open in middle of the winter, you'll smile and laugh at the
amazing times had here in Camp Agudah. Just know, that this could nut have happened without the help of
numerous other's and here is our opportunity to thank them. Firstly to Rabbi Frischman, thank you for
running the best camp ever the way you do with such efficiency. This camp and all that attend it owe so
much to you. To Rabbi's Neiman and Karfiol, thanks for the opportunities year after year to continue to
come back and enjoy Camp Agudah! We love it here and so much is owed to you and your amazing staff for
keeping the ruach going. As for technical help making this yearbook happen, we owe tremendous Hakaras
Hatov to Mrs.Rand for all her help (always with a smile, thanks) and the amazing jack of all trades, Eli
Serebrowsky,for the late night help especially. Also to Zvi Greenspan for his great advice in times of tremendous pressure and saving our lives again and again. To those who helped type, most notably Yisroel
Birnbaum and Shimon Shuster, thanks so so much, it was very appreciated!
Now on to you campers, don't forget these amazing times you've had here, and it'll last a lifetime. Have a
great year,
Aaron “Totty” Herzberg,

Rabbi Reuven “Bags” Goldbaum

-

-

From the Desk of the Head Staff. . .
Dear Campers,
What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and
were impressed with your wonderful Middos , and Learning, to the exciting
activities where you showed how to play as a Ben Torah, to the fantastic trips
where you were Mekadesh Shem Shomayim Berabim . The amount of
growth that each of you had in these short few weeks together is something
that should make you proud. The main outcome of all this is that you have
discovered your true essence, and abilities, and that you could enjoy life in
every way while being connected to Hashem . Take all the Ruach back with
you to the city, and warm your cold winter days with the memories of Camp

Agudah Ruach Country.
Hatzlacha Rabbah , and we hope to see you next year in Yerushalayim .
Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol

From the Desk of the Learning Directors . . .
Dear campers I cannot believe that I am writing a letter for the
yearbook for.

It seems as if we just arrived and its already time to

say goodbye.

I just finished learning with a junior staff member Avrom Leider
A Daf from Meseches Makkos and I am blown away by his love of Torah
and his quest to learn more and more ....
This really illustrates what a Camp Agudah "Ruach Country" boy is all
about...a individual with a desire and quest to grow in Torah and Yiras
Shomayim.
There are no limitations for how much you can accomplish this coming

year in yeshiva. You all have seen the energy you have within you to Daven,learn and play hard on the fields and courts
As you did it every day. You sang and cheered with all your strength during color war and learnt a Sefer on Yoreh Deah with some very detailed
Halachos in just three days for the grand bechina. So you see dear campers you can all do it,and do it well.
Take all the wealth of knowledge and inner strengths you acquired this
summer and incorporate it into your lives forever !!
I wish you all a
Sincerely

Rabbi Feuer

Rabbi Nusbaum

From the desk of the Camp Agudah Day Camp...
I started writing this letter so many times and had to stop. Because this means it's really the end. I remember like yesterday the boys
coming off the busses and waiting eagerly to find out which bunk their in. The first day of camp we started off with the amazing kosher
karate show and special ices. So many trips like skate estate,fun plex with all those arcades and water slides, camel beach water park,
swinging from the trees in ring homestead, golfing and water tag by put n plus, the amazing H2O indoor water park, family fun farm,
bowling and of course the baseball game and Connecticut sports center. The memories are endless. How can we forget the overnights
and late nights in camp? All the fun staying up and shmoozing with your friends and counselors. Shabbos in camp was such a highlight
it will keep me warm the whole winter (although that's not to hard due to the fact I live in L.A). All the fun activities like capture the
counselor, balloon popping races,meshugene zachen with all the foods being fed blindfolded switch,water day, cholent cook offs, bunk
songs and so much more! How much fun did we have swimming by the pool and rowing by the lake! Water hikes, wood working and
arts n crafts bonfires and ice cream on the side of the road. Every single day was filled with excitement and fun. Carnivals, amusement
day, OAR, color war and of course the special day camp cantata. As I write more memories keep on rushing by. Roasting marshmallows, eating baby food (ich), let's make a deal, Rabbi Fleishers cheer and of course the one and only VIP DIRECTOR. Who could
forget Rabbi Eliases song and the singing of our very own Chazan Lax. By the way who is Rabbi M? Rabbi Markowitz because I also
don't know where he is. The Ruchnius we have grown together is what it's really all about. The beautiful Davening every morning was
such a delight. I loved standing outside and listening to the sweet sounds of your heilig Tefila. All the learning with your Rebbeim, the
chesed you've done for your friends ,you all really shteiged.
Reb Meir. Another year in the books. Baruch Hashem it keeps on getting better. Thank you for the opportunity in working in
such an incredible place and for all your advice. Your Erlichkeit is something we can all learn from. If you ever need a nice vacation...
R Shimon Neumark My chavrusa. I hope we keep learning over the phone. Sorry for calling you on your precious walks. Thanx for all
the sodas,benches, overnights and of course break outs. I hope paco makes it thru the year :). A special thank you to Icky and the
whole crew for all their hard work. I almost forgot thank you for golf 1!! May it have a complete refuah shelaima
The Rebitzins in the office. Thank you for your countless hours and everything behind the scenes and for agreeing to the interview.
I would like to thank my loyal assistant, Rabbi Fleisher for being so geshmak and amazing. He comes every morning with a smile and
is always not just ready but looking to help in every way possible. You are a real Ben Torah and I learned so much from you. You made
my job so much easier. I hope you come to L.A and visit me , I'm sure you'll be able to find a good deal on flights. BTW how did you
spell my name in your phone. Extra BTW enjoy your nice little new house.
Rabbi Elias: You definitely know how to close a deal. You should look into going into business on the side. Thanx for always making
everything relaxed and for the best laugh ever. Truly amazing how whenever Rabbi Feur needed a sub you offered your assistance.
Your a true role model.

Reb Kasriel ZACKetensky: Thanx for snax and everything in between. Haircuts,daf yomi, laundry service.

What don't you do? Before I know it your gonna be a cook or something.
Rabbi Karfoil and Rabbi Neiman. Thank you for helping day camp and sleep away blend so smooth. It's not always easy with
all the scheduling. The Koach that you put in to each and every camper is extraordinary.
Rabbi Friedman, R'Dabah,R'Kaufman,R'Septiomos,Rabbi Wolf, Rabbi Herbstman,Rabbi Kaplan. Its such a pleasure to spend the
summer with such Chashuv Mechanchem. Just please save me a little more ziti. By lunch next year.
Rabbi Schilit. How do you do it. Your trips are amazing. The Mishnayos program and of course day camp transportation.
Thanx for all your help and dedication. The way you handled the whole trip was amazing.. Only you can pull that off. Looking forward
to your phone call two weeks after Chanuka :)
Rabbi Feur and Rabbi Nusbaum. Thanx for making this the most geshmak and amazing learning in the mountains. It's not
an easy job even though you make it look like it is.
Chef Flam: My belt size speaks for itself. You put so much love into your food.
Rabbi Shwebel: With all the pressure in the kitchen and all the trips you just never lose your cool. Thank you for going above and beyond whenever I needed you . I need 250 italian ices for the first day of camp next year
Reb Yitz: it's a pleasure sharing the staff with you. BTW I'm expecting to be on the starting 5 next year
Chaim Fogel: Than for the extra small sweatshirt (made me feel good). It's amazing how every single guy loves you! Waiting to hear
good news.
To all the parents. Thanx for sending your holy Neshamos to our camp and for all your late night driving. The boys REALLY
appreciate it and so did we.
To the best campers EVER! I loved every second of it. You boys are all awesome in your own way. I really want to write everyone name now, but I'm limited for space. You are so special and I wish you an amazing year in Yeshiva. I believe in you so much. I
would like to ask you Mechila if I chas veshalom embarrassed you or didn't give you the proper attention. It was not on purpose at all.

Rabbi Yisroel Majeski

Hope to see you next year in Aguda Yerushalayim. It's gonna be the best summer yet.

From the desk of the Camp Agudah Day Camp...

- -

-

-

Rabbi Yoily Fleisher

JUNIOR DIVISION
From the Desk of Your Division Head. . .
Dearest staff and campers, It's always very very difficult to write this article.
How can I put a whole summer on one sheet? I just want to say thanks to all
those who made this summer a reality. Rabbi Meir Frischman , Rabbi
Neiman Rabbi Karfiol and Avi Shillit. To my fellow division heads thanks for
the friendship and advise you are truly great people. To my counselors and
jcs it was a pleasure working with you really know how to give kids a great

time. I think back to all the fun we had from activities (Rabbi Wolf ) to trips
to Color War what a great summer it was. Thanks to Rabbi Feuer and Rabbi
Nussbaum for the ruchanius. Also all the saltiest Shabbosim we had - Rabbi
Feifer. Thanks for all the delicious meals– Rabbi Flam Rabbi Schwebel and
to the greatest family waiters. The only thing that will keep me happy is
knowing that there will be beezras Hashem Camp Agudah in 2016 in
Yerushalaim.
I will miss you all and wish you a gmar chasima tova.

Rabbi Dabbah

1ST DAY OF CAMP!!!, BLUE AND GREEN TIES GIVEN
OUT, NINTH GRADE BOWLING TRIP

J.C.

COUNSELOR

YECHIEL SCHEINER

CHAIM FEIGENBAUM

KUTY SHIPPER

2ND DAY OF CAMP, 1ST DAY OF ACTIVITIES, BBQ SUPPER,
AFFL COMBINE

COUNSELOR

COUNSELOR

MENACHEM KRAMER

ARI SHINDLER

3RD DAY OF CAMP, EREV SHABBOS DANCING,
SHABBOS GADOL

J.C.

COUNSELOR

ELIYAHU ROSSMAN

YOSEF HALBERSTAM

-

4TH DAY OF CAMP, SHABBOS KODESH PARSHAS BALAK

J.C.

COUNSELOR

SHOLOM FINK

YITZCHOK KANTER

-

-

5TH DAY OF CAMP, SHIVA ASSAR B’TAMMUZ

COUNSELOR

J.C.

YISROEL MARDER

AVROMI SCHRON

-

-

-

6TH DAY OF CAMP, LEAGUES START, FIRST B-BALL GAME
AGAINST CAMP MUNK

J.C.

COUNSELOR

SHLOMO CHURBA

YEHUDAH ZEV
HAMADA

- yes Rabbi Pearl is his uncle

7TH DAY OF CAMP, MINI TRIPS—SKATE ESTATES, FUNSTATION,
FISHKILL, 8TH AND 9TH GRADE INTERCAMP VS. ROMIMU

6TH GRADE DIVISION
From the Desk of Your Division Head . . .
To my dear 6th grade division.
Wow! What an awesome summer we had. As I think back to all the things
that we did, I am amazed by all the Non Stop Action that there was. 8 (or
4) weeks of constant, never ending, never slowing down, PUMP!
When you are sitting at home on a cold winter day, pull out this yearbook
and relive all of the pumping moments of summer 2015. It was surely one
of the best summers ever, and will help get you through the cold winter
days until next summer Iy"H.
Our days were so filled with Ruach and Geshmak that I’m sure the memories will keep you warm throughout the winter. I’m sure you’re already
counting down the days to Camp Agudah 2016 – I know I am! ‘Till then –
shteig away in Yeshiva- and remember: “There’s nothing like a Camp
Agudah Boy!” Can’t wait to spend next summer together in Camp Agudah
Yerushalayim.

RABBI SHMAYA FRIEDMAN

J.C.

COUNSELOR

CHAIM LEIB MANDEL

DOVI FEIGENBAUM

-

-

-

8TH DAY OF CAMP, FIRST EVER MILITARY DAY,
AIR FORCE WINS!!!!

J.C.

COUNSELOR
AVI GELFAND

SHIMON SHOESTORE

- - -

9TH DAY OF CAMP, GRAND RE-OPENING OF THE NEW
ROPES COURSE, STAFF PLAY CALLED

“TROUBLE IN STEVENSVILLE

J.C.

COUNSELOR

AARON MATISYAHU

YITZCHOK

HERZBERG

FRISCHMAN

–
–

10TH DAY OF CAMP, EREV SHABBOS, RABBI ELIEZER
GINSBERG IS SHABBOS GADOL

J.C.

COUNSELOR

NISIM ZARAMANESH

MEIR FRANK

-

11TH DAY OF CAMP, SHABBOS KODESH PARSHAS
PINCHAS, MOTZAI SHABBOS– MESHORIRIM CHOIR
MELAVEMALKA AND ICECREAM TRUCK

J.C.

COUNSELOR

IZZY KRASNOW

YOSSI AKERMAN

-

12TH DAY OF CAMP, VISITING DAY– FIRST HALF

J.C.

COUNSELOR

ELIEZER FRANK

YEHUDAH

LOWENTHAL

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

13TH DAY OF CAMP, TRIP DAY!!! NIAGARA FOR NINTH GRADE

J.C.

COUNSELOR
ARI SCHEFF

SHMUEL

YECHEZKEL STERN

14TH DAY OF CAMP, CAMP TRIP DAY!!!

REST OF CAMP GOES TO FUNPLEZ AND CAMELBEACH

7TH
GRADE
DIVISION
JUNIOR
DIVISION
From the Desk of Your Division Head. . .
Dear Diary

I think the best word to describe what I’m feeling right now is….D-I-Z-Z-Y! Although
I’m currently engrossed in an intense color war I am still recuperating from week#2 of
“N.S.A”.(a.k.a. Seventh-Grade-Division-Non-Stop-Action) Thank you Hashem for giving me
such a great [really great] group of counselors and j.c.s along with Camp Agudah’s one-of-akind 7th graders who really put last week as one of the craziest yet- Sunday: Visiting Day…
Head Staff baseball game…7th Grade Olympics BREAKOUT [thank you Rabbi
Karfiol….who’s initials were on that?!?!…] Monday:7th grade goes bananas with Olympicscampers run greatest relay race in years-counselors pull our first ever NSA STAFF TSHIRTS-grand finale has campers laughing hard in masmidim dining room-full page itinerary is handed out for Niagra trip Tuesday: Seventh grade has exclusive revile at 4:20 am

camp time and gears up to load busses for “Naigra 2015”-remember it’s a N.P. TRIP
(indeed a great Kiddush Hashem was made especially at Maid Of the Mist)-Campers go from
one place to the next NON-STOP! Wednesday: Campers wake up at 1:00 pm for lunch and
“Carnival Day” with lots of work to get done as they try to earn “Pay Day” bucks- Grand Auction by supper lands seventh grade bunk with revile, nightswim, pizza, and head-staff volley
ball matchup!

Thursday: first “normal” day of the “craziest” week which ends off with

the greatest concert ever…..YAAKOV SHWEKEY!!! Campers go to sleep wired and bomb
tired at the same time! The second grand play is about to begin………..so I gotta run……….it
looks like camp is gonna be going strong all the way through Monday morning!!
O.k. diary………Good bye for now,

P.S. The editor has asked me if he cud take this page of my diary
and put it into the yearbook, so let me utilize this opportunity to
wish all you amazing Seventh Graders a Ksiva Vachasima Tova
and remember to keep shteiging and smiling non stop!!

Reb Elya

COUNSELOR

HILLEL GREISMAN

J.C.

ZEVI DIAMOND

15TH DAY OF CAMP, INTERCAMP, I SPY NIGHT ACTIVITY,
MY Off DAY

J.C.

COUNSELOR

YISROEL ZEV STERN

DOVI TEPFER

16TH DAY OF CAMP, HTM DAY, STAFF BEATS MAGEN AV
MESIVTA

COUNSELOR

AARON GREENBERG

J.C.

MOISH EISENSTEIN

-

17TH DAY OF CAMP, EREV SHABBOS, RABBI ZEVI TRENK
SHABBOS GADOL

J.C.

COUNSELOR

ARYEH KAMELHAR

YOSSI BOTKNECHT

18TH DAY OF CAMP, Shabbos Parshas Mattos-Massai,
Night leagues! Affl Pro-Bowl

COUNSELOR

REUVEN PEARL

J.C.

SHINAMON ISSAK

19TH DAY OF CAMP , OAR BREAKOUT, THEMES OF VITTUR
AND AHAVAS CHINAM, GENERAL’S SHUEY AND
SHMEZ!

COUNSELOR

BINYAMIN “FEST”
KARFIOL

J.C.

MOSHE JACOBSON

-

20TH DAY OF CAMP, FIRST DAY OF OAR, SKITS

-

J.C.

COUNSELOR

AVRAHAM CHAIM

BORUCH FRYER

PERLMAN

-

-

-

-

21ST DAY OF CAMP 2nd day OAR, Torah Bowl and
Plays, Winner is RED by 2 POINTS!!!

COUNSELOR

ELI SCHLOSSER

J.C.

ZEVI GOLDSCHMIDT

22ND DAY OF CAMP END OF SEASON FOR LEAGUES, SPORTSWATCH NIGHT ACTIVITY

J.C.

COUNSELOR

AZI GLEIBERMAN

ZEVI TEPPER

23RD DAY OF CAMP AFFL Playoffs, Sushi Day,
Cantata- Yitzy Bald Famous Choir

8TH GRADE DIVISION
From the Desk of Your Division Head. . .

To the 8th grade division,

I say this without the slightest doubt in the world. You guys are the

greatest division in Camp Agudah history! Each one of you campers were
really amazing. All you guys really came through big time. I truly think
that this was the greatest summer ever!! The trips were amazing. The activities in camp especially leagues were really something special this year.
Of course our very minyan in our very own shul was something you guys
should really be proud of. You made it happen!! How could I leave out
shabbos in camp. What an uplifting experience. From the shabbos gadol to
the zemiros by the great shalosh seudos and all thats in between, shabbos

in camp is really magical. I could go on and on about how great a summer
we had and how great camp is, but the truth is nothing would be possible
without you the GREATEST CAMPERS AND STAFF IN THE
WORLD!! I want to thank the staff and campers of the 8th grade division
for giving me such an amazing summer. I hope you came out of summer
2014 with some great memories. I hope you take those memories with you
through the long winter and use it to help you grow into the great person
you can be. Remember always think positive, look up and remember you

are a true RUACH COUNTRY BOY!!!
Have an awesome year,

A.Z. Herby

COUNSELOR

SHLOIMY “ZLOTTY”
ZLOTNICK

J.C.

TZVI BARUCH

24TH DAY OF CAMP Erev Shabbos R’ Yisroel Meir Kagan
Shabbos Gadol

COUNSELOR

ELIYAHU LANKRY

J.C.

PINNY SMITH

-

25TH DAY OF CAMP Shabbos Chazon-Parshas
Devarim- Leading Straight into Tisha B’Av

J.C.

COUNSELOR
EPHRAIM

DOVI “BUZZ”

SLOMOVICS

FINKELSTEIN
-

26TH DAY OF CAMP TISHA B’AV, NIGHT LEAGUES PLAYOFFS!

COUNSELOR
ARON WEISS

J.C.

AKIVA BESSER

27TH DAY OF CAMP CHAMPIONSHIP DAY! BANQUET AND
BEST IN BUNKS! PRUUUZ COMES FOR CONCERT

J.C.

COUNSELOR

MOISHE “WEEDS”

YITZY MERZEL

WIEDERMAN

- - -

28TH DAY OF CAMP FINAL DAY OF FIRST TRIP,
SHOPRITE FOR IN-BETWEENERS

J.C.

COUNSELOR
MOISH KOFF

YAAKOV

SAFAMANESH

1ST DAY OF SECOND TRIP First Day 2nd Trip, Sock Ties,
AFFL Combine

J.C.

COUNSELOR

ZALMAN “Z-MAN”

MORDECHAI

OBERMEISTER

KRASNOW
-

2ND DAY OF SECOND TRIP, FARTUG’S START, BBQ,
GAME VS RAYIM

9TH GRADE DIVISION
From the Desk of Your Division Head. . .
As I sit down and try to organize my thoughts the first thing that hits me is- could it really be?! Could the summer really be drawing to a close? Could it be that there are only a few
more days- a few more hours- and then it's all over?!
But it seems like summer in Ruach Country really is coming to an end. And so I think
back. And I remember.
I remember the first day when I met you all for the first time. Lots of new faces and a
few familiar ones. We were just getting to know each other. I couldn't have imagined how
close we would become.
So it was like- "Hi! I'm your division head. Out of the bunks to your activities!" Or"Into bed!" Or better yet- "Get on the train!"
But after that beginning things started started to move quickly. Leagues started
"knocking", zmiros started rocking, trips started rolling, and camp was in full swing! And
then all of a sudden I realized that it had happened! We were no longer a bunch of individuals but we had become the most amazingly awesome incredible senior (citizens) hill family
ever!
From there on there was no stopping us. Everything was great. Cause when it's all one
big family it's always fun!
So you loved it when we chased you out if your bunks to Bais Refoel. You loved it when
you were sent back for clean up. You loved it when we told you to sit down and be quiet and
raise your hands and go to learning groups and go to activities and go to Niagara and whirlpool jet and to Kalahari and bowling and AFFFFFFFFFFFL and the list goes on. The point
is we had a great summer together because we were one big chevra. And that's something that
lasts forever.
Now my phone is almost dead and I feel like I'm about to crash so I'm going to end it
here even though my rambling article is in the middle of a ramble.
So I'll just say take all of the great memories and great friendships with you as you
head back to the city and have a great year! Looking forward to seeing you again in Ruach
Country!

Rabbi Gershon Septimus
732 330 1785

COUNSELOR

YEHUDA KRAMER

3RD DAY OF SECOND TRIP EREV SHABBOS NACHAMU,
R’ YITZCHOK SOROTZKIN SHABBOS GADOL

COUNSELOR

DR. SHUEY KRASNOW

-

-

4TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP SHABBOS NACHAMU- VA’ESCHANAN,
JUNIOR MELAVA MALKA R’FERBER AND SHLOIMY DACHS

COUNSELOR

RABBI YEHUDAH
SCHWEBEL

5TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP NEIGHBORHOOD DAY! AKA YESHIVA
DAY WINNER IS OUT OF TOWN!

COUNSELOR

AARON SCHILIT

6TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP INTERCAMP VS CHEVRA OTB RACES
FOR NIGHT ACTIVITY

COUNSELOR

YAAKOV “JAY” LAX

7TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP STAFF PLAY “SABOTAGE”

COUNSELOR

“WARRIOR” NATI
GURWITZ

8TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP, KALAHARI WATER PARK IS “MINI”
TRIP, THANKS TO RABBI SCHILLIT!

STAFF ARTICLE!

That dreaded day comes dead in the middle of the winter. Funny how that day usually falls out on
Super Bowl Night. It's really a nerve wracking feeling leading up to this almost like D-Day. Months and
pretty much years of hoping and waiting and reflecting and behaving and summers worth of playing that
same innocent look for the head staff. Because when you hit 10th grade, you have your own personal DDay. Called for 7 o'clock. I grab the Camp Agudah Ski Cap the one they gave out by the Reunion. I close the
buttons and roll out into the frigid night. Al Kol Panim, I walk with trepidation to the Nursing Home
called Agudah of Avenue H. As I'm walking there I meet a few of my friends on the way. We walk together
to the Shul and meet a bunch of guys waiting outside the Shul because we're 5 minutes early and the Head
Staff are having a very intense meeting featuring Carlos and Gabby's and fresh hock. See tonight is the
night we have our 1st (or 2nd) job interview for rights to be a Camp Agudah Staff Member. It's like Selection Sunday. So we all stand there outside teeth chattering, nail biting, hair scratching, fake smiling until
R' Elya is sent to open the doors. I walk into the room as Avi is quickly finishing up showing the new
Camp Agudah tie sketches to R' Karfiol and R' Feuer is polishing off the leftovers of everyone else's chicken nuggets and fries. Finally all the head staff go to their respective posts behind the tables set up like a
Chinese auction. Now the big debate takes place. Do I go and get interviewed by R' Karfiol who really decides the jobs but is a lot scarier? I have an extra Maileh to go to him because he knows my father very
well since 1985. They were both in Camp Agudah back then and I actually know that that was the year
that Shimmy Lax and Shuie Brick did the most amazing act on stage during the color war skits. How do I
know all this? Because I spent 2 hours standing like a Shmo on the side listening to R' Karfiol and my father reminiscing on visiting day. Now, OR I can go to R' Feuer because he's more chilled by the interview
and he doesn't have my 9th grade Shachris Attendance in front of him so there's a better chance I'll get a
job. But he knows my learning groups situation. But even that's fine because I can just tell him that I had a
chavrusa and was always learning in the Masmidim Beis Medrash. As we debate amongst ourselves, I hear
my name being called by R' Karfiol. My heart jumps into my throat, I get the chills, I completely blank out
of my carefully rehearsed lines and excuses and teirutzim to say, and my chup which was so neatly
combed to the side now stands up. Unexpectedly the interview goes very well. He asks me why I applied
for counselor. I tell him because that's what my 9th grade counselor told me to write and that I shouldn't
worry because he will push me in. In that one smooth, swift, in sync motion that I've seen many times
over the summers, R' Karfiol throws his hands up in frustration and quickly brings them back down to
his legs, then folds his hands with one resting on his face clearly not thrilled with my previous counselor.
He asks me how am I going to quiet a bunk down at night by curfew. I tell him that I'm gonna either. tell a
story to the kids or do night canteen. He quickly reminds me that the canteen is not open at nights. I turn red
and fluster a bit but quickly regain my momentum. I then counter by telling him over what I had heard R'
Neiman once said by a meeting that I happened to walk into about what HE used to do when HE was a counselor
that HE would learn Mishnayos with the boys every night and then play volleyball. At this point R' Karfiol had
shifted his gaze to the 9th grade Shachris Attendance Sheets. I grada was not bad over the summer. I mean obviously the Shachris after coming back from the trip is not counted. And I had 186 degree fever one morning so
that's not either counted. He asks me what do I have to bring to Camp Agudah? I tell him that I can bring Ruach
and Geshmakness and give the boys a great time. He asks how so? At this point I'm stumped because the 11th
grader in yeshiva told me R' Karfiol doesn't go further than the previous question. So I manage to spit out a
pretty solid comeback and we move on. R' Karfiol tells me that if I get accepted to camp and get a job, I can't listen to ballgames till 3 in the morning anymore like I do during the rest of the year. My face then takes the expression of bafflement as my bewilderment of how in the world he knows that, clearly is all over me. R' Karfiol
then looks at me with a small smile on his face, says "GOODBYE" and I leave my Interrogation Seat sheepishly. I
walk out and quickly laugh at everyone still waiting on line knowing that these poor things have no idea what's
in for them. Wooh! What a night! Months later, I get the letter in the mail. The letter which states my fate. Am I
in or out? As a JS or DCC? JL or SP? I open the letter my fingers shaking, only to realize this is a letter for my
parents with last summer’s bill. Finally, one day it comes. The real letter this time. My Rebbi had spoken to R'
Karfiol numerous times to push me in. My father called and my mother baked cookies for him. I had met him in
Landau's once by Mincha and Baruch HaShem I was wearing my hat and jacket.

9TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP BALLOON LAUNCH!
STAFF GAME VS BONIM

I hope he saw me and took notice! This time my whole body is shaking as I open the envelope. A paper
slips out. My heart is racing as I look at the paper. My job is....... DAY JS!!!! 2nd Half....... DAY CAMP COUNSELOR!! On the spot my body gives way and I collapse on the ground banging my fists on the floor in jubilation as
my body soaks in this awesome feeling of getting a job in my favorite camp. I get up and start belting out last
year's alma mater on the top of my lungs. My little sister drops her crayons and starts dancing as she realizes the
magnitude of this great moment. My father and mother look at each other and silently thank The Lord of The
World for saving them yet again from another summers worth of me. I mean this is awesome! I got a job! And not
even pending for 2nd half! Wow! Baruch HaShem! April, May, and June pass speedily and it's now summer time!
Now to be honest this wasn't exactly what happened over the year. But this is pretty much what most guys go
through. And I personally would like to thank R' Karfiol for giving me the best group of guys to work with. I
wish I can go through every 1st half guy and tell you how awesome they are but Reuven and Totty already have
refused to talk to me over the 1st 6 months of the year so I'm gonna stick to going through the 2nd half guys.
Most days were pretty standard. After learning groups of course is when things get moving and camp starts hustling and bustling. Yitzy and I begin taking our walk around the camp. 1st stop the Ropes Course with Yanky
Hirschel. Now Yanky has JS's working for him. So we'll start from the beginning. My man from Shar Yashuv
YONI MUCHNIIK. See Yoni is known to repeat Doris Burke lines from the 2K13 game in the computer room. His
Positive attitude is always there and one line is needed from to have everyone on the floor rolling in a pile of
SHAVING CREAM! Be nice and clean! Shave every day and you'll always be keen! Moving to the next part of the
ropes course you see EZZY ECKSTEIN. Most of you may remember Ezzy from his days as Equipment Room Dictator. But he brought his talents to the ropes course. You gotta love when Ezzy talks and his whole body becomes
excited as he says over something awesome. Now you see ISAAC COHEN. Isaac is a 1st time CA boy. He has admitted to me that he should've came years ago. Nothing fazes Isaac's chilled, laid back attitude unless you mention
Yaakov Shwekey. Isaac you're the best Thanx for coming this summer! Now we get to the end of the zip line
where IZZY MILLER is sitting there in flip flops making Meir Laniado do all the work. Most of us know Izzy as
the best player on the basketball team. But what you don't know is that Izzy never misses Shachris. And that
he's awesome to be around. Now MEIR LANIADO. Mr Meir Laniado. Happy go lucky. Best Shortstop in the Mountains. Meir has been known to express remorse on going to a place that rhymes with Shromimu 1st half. He will
be back here next summer. We trudge away from the ropes course (shout out to 1st half- ELI FRIEDLANDER).
Moving onwards to the Equipment Shack where we have the Heart and Soul of CA's sports. How it all comes to
fruition. Because working tirelessly in that hot, stuffy room are AVROHOM LEADER and SHIMI GOLDSZMID.
Avrohom has been manning the E.R. for both months always on top of the inventory, who returned and didn't
return, always with a smile and calm attitude. Anyone who happens to pass by Avrohom during the year or the
last day of camp, give him a big huge thank you for being THE HARDEST WORKING JS IN CAMP AGUDAH. We'll
start off with a big THANK YOU AVROHOM! Shimi's dedication to both his jobs is unfathomable. He's a likable

fellow known to smile too much. Thank you equipment shack people (shout out to 1st half- AVI PRUZANSKY)! We now saunter right outside the E.R. to where YEKUSIEL ECKSTEIN is backing up Tzvi Liberman
and basically running Arts and Crafts. As unassuming as he seems, Yekusiel is known for his lethal midrange jumper and laid back attitude. Yekusiel Thanx for everything (Shout out to 1st half Yitzy Nussbaum)! Straight from there into the computer room. We knock hard on the door because they can't really
hear us so well from the inside. The door is opened by a smiling AHARON SIMCHA BRONSTEIN! Aharon
Simcha has his over the head headphones on and is listening to the latest albums that just came out. He is
quick to remind Yitzy that his brother is coming very soon and that a 1 on 1 will be scheduled. His hard
work is the computer room has paid off as it is of the most exciting activities. Thank you for all your help
for the U Tournament! You also see YOSEF TURKEL running from one computer to the next while practicing laining in between for the Unattached Staff Shachris on Shabbos Morning. Yosef Thanx a million for
laining and computer room work it was huge and we know how hard it is. We think you're up there with
Yehuda's speed:)

(HUMONGOUS shout out to 1st Half- CHAIM FINK who was the one that put together the computer
room, waitored, did the laundry, the dry cleaning, and everything's else we needed on the spur of the moment
Chaim seriously there are no words to express our thanks to you! Come back next year iyh!!). We walk out of
the computer room and there we see MORDY GELBARD with a camera in our faces. Mordy Thanx for all Thais
videos throughout the summer!! We go down to lunch and on the way we see the Water Hikers trudging back
up the hill after a long 2 activities with the impeccable R' Halbertal. YAAKOV MITNICK, our Center going to
Chaim Berlin. Besides being a beast on the court, his hand slapping game skills are phenomenal (that was for
you Avromy Schron!) and he is known to blast Celebrate in the bunkhouse as loud as possible. Behind him is
ELIEZER LANG who was placed on waivers by the Equipment Room Team but was quickly snatched up by the
Water Hiking Crew. Eliezer davens for the Amud whenever we ask and is really a great guy to have around.
Also is on the 10th grade baseball team. You're a beast Thanx for coming back! Behind him with a never ending smile is another Rookie CA boy MOTTI WEISZ. Motti aka Kalman Sussman's look alike, is still trying to
decide between zip up or pull over. He's one of the many many Kaminetz boys to come to CA. Come back next
year bro! Last but most certainly not least YOSEF YEHUDA FRIEDMAN. Huge pickup halfway through the
offseason and it's a bust he's retiring early from the U. Not many people can match YY's fun and hustle personality. Thanx for all your help from the BBQs to the kiddush shkoiach (shoutout to 1st half- Yisroel Nachum
Teitelbaum, Moishe Sprei & Aaron Katzenstein!) As we continue our way into the main building we look to
our right and notice the man who holds camp together. ZEV NORDLICHT manning 15 phone calls, paging 10
people, writing down messages, making copies all at the same time but is still makpid on his Dirshu Shiur. Zevi you're a role model to all of us thank you for your tireless work and positive attitude! Pulling into camp
now is the bike bus. We notice Whiskey's best crew in over 40 years coming off the bus. SHUA BECHER aka
Whiskey's right hand man comes 1st. Shua's easy going and fun personality makes him awesome to be around.
You made my job a lot easier this summer the fact Whiskey was so happy with you. Thanx A MILLION (Hi
Tzvi)!! YEHUDA ARYEH SCHUSTER comes off next and we know what he's all about. Also a hard worker,
you'll never notice YA looking down. Shkoiach for your work with Whiskey! Last from the bus with that
huge smile (see AFFL Issue #2 for a more extensive report on this) is SHALOM ELY. See Shalom has a special
place in my heart. One of my all-time favs, his work with the bikes doesn't tell half the story. He is The Champion of Bike4Chai. Shalom Thanx for the food hookup on Shabbos, the awesome all around person you are
you're the best (shoutout to 1st half Shmuel "Shmiel" Lax, Yechezkel Okolica, Benjy Steinberg)! Now we notice YITZI NUSSBAUM aka The Most Wanted Man In Agudah. Somehow between demands for him from everyone he manages to squeeze in, Arts and Crafts, Boneinu, Office, Gabai etc etc. Always there to help and be
around shkoiach Yitzi for another excellent summer! Last of JS's but one of my favs YECHEZKEL OKOLICA.
The do it all man. From BBQs to Snacks to whenever he's needed he's available, Yechezkel you are really the
only Go To Option. Your laid back, chilled personality separates you from everyone and you're awesome to
have around for the summer. Thanx for the bikes job 1st half!! Hatzlacha!
Now the thing with the Day Camp Counselors is that really they are of the hardest working people in camp.
Due to a constant plague of wandering away kids, crying children, Frisbee activities (there are no Frisbees in
Camp Agudah) etc., these young talented boys do work very hard. So as Yitzy & I continue our rounds we

meet up with them. Their dedication to their campers show they really want that JC job next year. It's very
hard to impress R' Karfiol but it looks like they may all need JC jobs next summer. Between 1st and 2nd half
we had 60 Day Camp Counselors. Thank you to: B. BASCH, Y.M. BIRNBAUM, Y. BLATT, S. BLAU, A. BLOOM, N.
BORNSTEIN, D. BROWN, T. EICHORN, C. FEIGENBAUM, N. FETMAN, A. FINE, T. GOLD, P. GREENWALD, K.
GREISMAN, S. GROSSBERGER, E GRUEN, M.D. HARTMAN, N. HERZ, Y. HEZGHIA, P. JURKOWITZ, M.C.
KREISER, Y. LAX, M. LEW, T. MAGID, D. MANTEL, D. NEIMAN, Y. PINTER, A. PRUZANSKY, A. ROSENBERG,
D. SAIDOV, G. SALZBERG, D. SALZBERG, Y. SCHEINER, M. SCHLESINGER, S.B. SCHNITZLER, A. SHARF, K.
SHIPPER, K. SIMHA, A.Y. TEITELBAUM, Y. TOLEDANO, Z. VOGEL, A. WEINGARTEN, F. WEISS, S. ELY, Y.
FRISCHMAN, B. FRYER, Y. GELB, S. GOLDSZMID, Y. GOTTESMAN, A.J. GROSS, E. GRUEN, E. GURWITZ, N.
HALBERTAL, A. KAUFMAN, P. LEIMAN, E. LIEBERMAN, N. MILES, A. SMULOWITZ, D. STEINBERG, E.
TEITELBAUM, Z. TEPPER, and Y. ZOLTY.
The Lifeguards under the auspices of Rabbi Pearl. Our lifeguards put their lives on the line every activity of
the day, watching the pool making sure there is no trouble. Ok let's be honest it's really all R' Pearl. The lifeguards really tan, sleep, schmooze, eat pretzels etc. by the pool and let R' Pearl & Tzvi Greenspan get everything done. No? Just messing guys. Seriously all of you were awesome and it was a pleasure to have you lifeguards. Between 1st half and 2nd half we had 31 Lifeguards. Thank you to: M. DAYAN, A. FINE, Y.D. HELLER,
Y. POMERANTZ, M. SPITZER, Y. TISCHLER, M. COHEN, B. DASHEFF, E. DASHEFF, M. FEUER, Y. GENUTH, Y.
HARTMAN, Y. MARDER, D. SCHOOR, M. SCHWARTZBERG, D. BAKST, S. BRAUNSTEIN, Y.A. BRECHER, S.
EHRENFELD, K. JANKELOVITS, S. MEHLMAN, N. MILES, E. NEIMAN, Y.Z. PEARL, D. SCHULMAN, C. ECKSTEIN, Y.A. KAUFMAN, A. KULEFSKY, A. ROTH, and D. SCHWARTZ.
All Unattatched Junior Staff: We enjoyed an absolutely amazing summer from Bowling to Dougies to Intercamp to Crunchies to Shoprite to Sweatshirts etc. etc. you guys were awesome to hang around with and Thanx
for making us THE U!
Hatzlacha in yeshiva! Keep In Touch!

Yitzy & Chaim

Military Day

“Phweet, phweet,” the sounds of whistles and stomping filled
the air on Younger Hill. It’s 7:30 AM and Fort Agudah is already bustling. The counselors are running around in official U.S. Army uniforms blowing whistle in camper’s ears to get them out of beds, while
the realization is slowly dawning on the campers that today is something special. After a lot yelling and shouting, the ‘officers’ finally got the ‘privates’
to line up outside their ‘barracks’ for an official inspection by their Commanders in Chief. R’ Elya officially announced that today is MILITARY DAY!! There
were five teams being led by five different generals all dressed up in special
uniforms. The Navy was led by General Yaakov Lax, the Marines by General Mo
Berger, the Air Force by General Aaron “Totty” Hertzberg, the Army by General Ari Scheff, and, last but not least, the National Guard by General Shloime
“Zlotty” Zlotnick.
After an exciting morning of breakfast and learning groups, Military Day
was in full swing with the activities being militarily focused. First the younger
bunks played “Bombers” (dodge ball) in a few tournament style games and had
Naval Exercises. Meanwhile the older bunks had Boot Camp and the Air Force
Slam Dunk Contest for the first activities. Boot Camp consisted of teams playing each other Tug-of-War and races to get through a tire maze and low ropes
while being clocked for time. Each team also had to work together in walking
while holding planks of wood under their feet. All in all it was like a real military boot camp. The Air Force Slam Dunk Contest was held on the small basketball courts and each bunk was graded by a panel of judges.

After the first 2 activities, all five teams formed up on the Younger Hill
where they down to lunch while being led by their generals. After lunch and
rest period the day continued with the older bunks having Leagues while the
younger bunks had Boot Camp and Navy Boating. Navy Boating was set up on
the far end of the football field. Each team had a line of troops passing along
a kayak without walking with it. When the boat reached the lake, two privates
(campers) carried it over their heads deep into the lake where two others were
waiting. These two got into the kayak and rowed it the other end of the lake
and back. The first pair to get back, won.
Military Day ended after supper with a five team tournament of staff volleyball. After about ten games, Air Force was the first team to get three wins
and therefore won. Everyone then gathered in the gym for the announcement
of scores and winners. Everyone felt the tension as R’ Elya got up to announce the winner. After lots of cheering it was finally over and the winner
was . . . . . . . AIR FORCE!!! Mazel Tov General Aaron “Totty” Hertzberg!

10TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP EREV SHABBOS,
R’ SHLOMO MILLER SHABBOS GADOL

11TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP SHABBOS PARSHAS EKEV,
MELAVA MALKA AND KUMZITS WITH EITAN KATZ!!!

O.A.R.CHEER SONGS
-

-

-

12TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP VISITING DAY 2ND TRIP!
HEAD STAFF VS COUNSELORS’ BASEBALL

-

13TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP START OF PAYDAY!
7TH GRADE OLYMPICS

And the winner was the team of RED!!! General Shuey’s ahavas chinam is now put to the test as he must administer about 600 hugs to all
the people in camp who are already important, or think they are important, or are aspiring to be important. After this task is complete he removes
his red shirt that is more white than red and reeks of goldbond and heads back to his bunkhouse. There are a few party snappers to greet him in
his cubicle, but the sweet-hearted boys of bunk Lamed (the greatest bunk in camp) didn’t manage to get their hands on balloons, much to their
counselors delight. Shuey is sleep deprived and the events of the last few days seem like a blur. It is at this point in the article that a general
speaks about how he stays up all night to write this article. Shuey B”H has no such temptation as there is no first half yearbook and he has four
weeks to complete this article. After intense negotiations, he gets his off-day afternoon scheduled for tomorrow and goes to sleep knowing that
victory is his.

Needless to say, victory is a team effort and I (Shuey has gotten tired of this 3rd person style) must take the time to thank all those who
have helped me cement a winning legacy in the annals Of Camp Agudah history. First and foremost, I must express shevach v’hodaah to Hashem for
allowing me to spend 11 summers in this most wonderful camp. Furthermore, I must thank Hashem for being the answer to all annoying questions
asked by campers, such as what is night activity? –Ask Hashem!

Next I must thank the head staff, or as they like to call themselves “the Team”, for giving me this wonderful opportunity. “The Team” is a
very b’achdus group who share an office and learn Hilchos Shmiros Halashon before meetings. They love to note how there is no “I” in team, although I must say there is an “I” in KarfIol, NeIman, SeptImus, FrIedman, and 2 in SchIllIt. R’Neiman thank you for the inspirational messages that
you deliver to camp on Shabbos, Tisha B’Av and throughout the summer. It is always flattering when your head counselor comes to you during the
3rd quarter of a staff game against Magen Av and says he can use your help for 2 days during the upcoming week (yes, GENERAL is a nasty word
that should never ever be used). Rabbi Karfiol thank you for entrusting me with a 9th grade bunk and for always being there to answer questions in
chinuch. R’ Septimus thank you for welcoming me on board the 9th grade crew, for personalized text messages, and for constantly offering coffee.
Reb Elya, your involvement in everything is unbelievable, OAR and Color War could never function without you. You had ideas for banners, speeches,
and theme songs, and always came through when I needed you most. Finally, Avi thanks for doing the shirts, nearly giving me a heart attack by
telling me I was paying for it, and for all your work for camp. I always cherish my time spent in the little crowded room on the side of the head
counselors’ office.
Shmez, you were all I could ask for in an “opposing” general. Your general entrance made writing a cheer song very easy #monstersinc.
Your laid back personality made it a fun 2 days and it was fun having a camp chaf-ches reunion. Somewhere in Waterbury Shimshy Brecher is
shepping nachas. Sunday afternoon was fun and may Hashem bless the man in the gas station! Looking forward to joining you in Eretz Yisroel after
Sukkos!

Everyone knows that OAR is won during sports activities and we had the decided advantage with Dovid Gold at the helm. Thank you to his
sidekick J Nati Gurwitz for appointing the coaches (those who showed up and those that Dovid graciously subbed in for) and for tallying the scores.
Thank you to all those who coached the games: C. Levine, Borenstein, S. Churba, Krizzy, A. Herzberg, S. Braunstein, CJ Gelberman, Y. Lowenthal, the
Shimmon Danish, C.L. Mandel, Gelf, camper Ginzburg, Shaps, S. Schron, D. Finkelstein, A. Hoffman, L. Katz, Zlotty, A. Weiss, M. Koff, Y. Kramer, and Y.
Marder.
Izzy your songs were EPIC! You were a one man show, doing it almost entirely by yourself. You are such a talented writer and leader and
I am looking forward to watching you lead a grand sing one day. Additionally, thanks for pulling the

14TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP TRIP DAY!! 7TH GRADE GOES
TO NIAGARA, EVERYONE ELSE TO RENEGADES GAME
ANDTHEN SPORTS CENTER OF CONNECTICUT

double duty by coming through in the clutch with the banner speech. You tied it all together beautifully and hammered home the
theme. Thanks to all those who helped a bit with the songs: Gelf, camper Ginzburg and Chaim Fogel #refoeinu #onemorebrick

Hmmm , so how do you make it that orange can win OAR again? Well, putting Lax, Weeds, and Mo Berger all on orange is definitely a
good start. But leaving Zalman Kraznow for the red team was a mistake and wow did he come through. Thank you so much Zalman (and Ari)
for writing and directing the play, something you hadn’t ever done before. It was refreshing to watch you finally stay on the “derech” in a
camp play. Thank you (General #magic) Boruch Friar and Moish Koff (your not so nasty in real life) for their key roles in the play. Thank you
Avi Gelfand from head to TOES and everything in between for crawling on the floor and providing some extra entertainment (it was a CRACKING success). Thank you to all the other actors including: Aaron Herzberg, Zlotty Pippen, S. Schron, Y. Ginzburg, T. Baruch, C. Levine, C. Katz,
and campers Y. Friedman, E. Leibowitz, M. Blumenfeld, E. Levin, and S. Friedman. Thank you to Eli Saloman on the curtain, CJ Gelberman on the
lights, and Y. Toledano and A.Y. Teitelbaum on the props. Your work was selfless and very much appreciated and noted.

Avi Gelfand and Aaron Herzberg thank you for making the gymzebo a relevant building for one night this summer by providing some
good laughs. Avi, thanks for your annual pre-skit bugout and Aaron you were a great old lady, it looked so natural :) Thanks to all the actors
who were already mentioned in the play and also to Shimmoner the big red dog, for acting in the skits. Another shoutout to the big man for
his big role in psyche during sports. Lastly, thanks but no thanks for leading the races. It’s a problem when all the runners for red start to
take after their instructor who was never known for his running skills when there was no food at the finish line.
Wow, I finally sat through my first full Torah Bowl in 11 summers. Shlomo Churba and Yehuda Lowenthal you guys were great and
thanks for all the time you put in. it was amazing to see how tense guys can get over a Jewish trivia game. I don’t know how you do this every
year; “I was only there so I don’t get fined”.

Daniel Fox, I felt so bad asking you to get up in public and speak to such a large audience, on account of your shy nature and humble
personality. You were excellent and would’ve made Rabbi Metz proud. Reb Elya and Rabbi Finkelman, thank you for sharing those stories that
helped us write the speech. Mike Rabinowitz vs…? that was the big question heading into OAR. Yisroel Meir Greenspan, a young 7th grader
blew me away with his artistic abilities and won rookie of the year honors for his beautiful picture. Hey kiddo, you nearly gave me a heart
attack finishing with 5 mins to spare. Thank you Mike for helping guide him along and for sharing your pencils.
Now for the miscellaneous, which when you win by a mere 2 points is of equal importance to all the others. Thank you to Dovi
Finkelstein for taking the staff volleyball game (maybe it was worth 2 points :) Thanks to Krizzy and Kalman Weinstock for being volunteered
for cleanup. C.L. Mandel thanks for taking the shootout that never happened. C’mon, ice cream vs sports in Camp Agudah is not much of a
competition. Thank you to Nati for helping to show me the ropes during that 1st team meeting. Wow, all these thank you’s are sounding like one
long camper speech at a CA Shabbos seudah. Thank you to Lebron and the N.Y.Rangers for their help with the intro. Lastly, thanks to Yehuda
Kramer for all your contributions the entire 2 days. Your sleep throughout OAR was one of the few constants that I could rely on during a
hectic time.

Last but not least a thank you to all the campers of the red team…WE DID IT!! You guys were awesome and thanks for all the memories. If one more of you asks me what team I’m on while I’m wearing my general shirt…#OICA. You guys are a special breed! Bunk Lamed, my
little tribe was a great bunch and thanks for not harassing me for those 2 days. If I could do it all over again, I’d give you all best in bunk,
besides for…(#stinkysocks #Shonbrun2.0) I have no ending so I’m gonna go with the “3rd grader ending the book report method” :

THE END
-General Shuey-

15TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP LAZY DAY/ CARNIVAL DAY/
PAYDAY AUCTION

-

16TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP
MUSIC FOR THE SOUL 4 WITH YAAKOV SHWEKEY!!!!!

DUE TO A TECHNICAL ERROR THE ORANGE TEAMS IN GENERAL IS NOWHERE TO BE FOUND. ALL THOSE WHO GAVE UP
THEIR TIME AND EFFORT IN HELPING THE ORANGE TEAM
LOSE, YOUR EFFORTS WERE DULY NOTED AND WE THINK
YOU’RE REALLY COOL! TO MAKE UP FOR ALL THIS GRIEF, WE
INCLUDE A PICTURE THAT WE HOPE WILL CHEER YOU UP.

P.S. ON A SERIOUS NOTE, SHMEZ DID WRITE AN IN-GENERAL
THANKING ALL OF YOU, BUT DUE TO HIS INCREDIBLE MESIRAS NEFESH TO LEARN TORAH, WE WERE NOT ABLE TO
GET IT INTO THE YEARBOOK.

17TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP EREV SHABBOS
R’ YAAKOV FEITMAN SHABBOS GADOL

18TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP SHABBOS PARSHAS RE’EH,
NIGHT SWIM

NEIGHBORHOOD
DAY!!!

CHEER SONGS
–

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

–

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Out of Town In-General

WoW I can't belIeve It's over What a crazy day and at the end
of It all of course the WInner Was out of toWn. It all starts WIth the ones Who
are really responsIble for thIs underdog vIctory, battlIng agaInst all odds,
agaInst all the dIfferent sectors of neW york but you guys banded together
from all corners of the map to brIng It home, the campers. Whether It Was
sports, the songs, the cheatIng you guys rocked It up, you guys deserve thIs. so
In honor of thIs vIctory I Want to Walk you through a lIttle bIt of What It's
lIke to be general. It starts WIth the 1st meetIng goIng over the actIvItIes and
gIvIng out jobs so the songs Were easy thanks to the most talented actor/
songWrIter/sInger/volleyball center/counselor/senIor hIll neIghbor In camp
zalman krasnoW, your songs Were amazIng and just all the Work you put Into
It thanks so much you’re the man. then the skIts We had the mastermInd of
funnIness moIsh WIederman your Ideas and tIme you put In Were amazIng and
then Was even WIllIng to shy aWay from the spotlIght to go play In rayIm.
then hIs partner In crIme yehudah artery brecher you guys Wrote an amazIng
skIt together and yehudah you acted amazIng you Were hIlarIous thank you
for all your help then botknecht our resIdent choosId you came through unbelIevably you guys rock. then there are the beggIng the scenes guys Who really made thIngs happen yossI ackerman a.k.a. mr. clutch anythIng that needed
to get done you Were there I Would have been lost WIthout you people don't
realIze hoW much you dId WIth the sports, steal the salamI and anythIng else
that needed to get done you dId It WIthout hesItatIng legIt We had no shot
WIthout you. same for the organIzer ozzy glIeberman took care of all the
games the volleyball game and anythIng else that had to get done you guys
are the real ones Who made thIs happen (besIdes the campers). then just the rest
of the guys Who pumped It up benjy karfIol and ever one else Who Was Involved
I'm so, so sorry If I forgot you thIs Is beIng WrItten on a bus on the Way from
the renegades game so forgIve me If someone slIpped my mInd. and fInally to out
of toWners ever Where never agaIn let yourself be looked doWn open by any
neW yorker agaIn hold your head hIgh thIs Was our tIme to shoW the World
What and Who We are so for the next year or untIl We are unseated as champIons We are on top.
sIgnIng out your general,

Moish Koff

19TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP COLOR WAR FAKEOUT AND
FINALLY BREAKOUT!!!! GENERAL’S NATI AND YAAKOV

Brooklyn In-General

WoW! hIstory made In camp agudah! for the 1st tIme ever neIghborhood day Is broken out 2nd half! not only that but there's a neW team In
the fIght thIs tIme, brooklyn!! and What a day It Was. from the sports to the
cheer songs to tug a War to all out steal the salamI to the famous staff
volleyball game to the skIts. It Was IncredIble. as the 7th grade lIkes to call
It, nsa!! I Would lIke to start by thankIng my felloW generals, aaron, moIsh
and chaIm leIb . It Was a pleasure to go up agaInst you guys. aaron, sInce
When do you knoW hoW to act?!! there are many more thank you’s that I oWe
and I really don’t knoW Where to start, so let’s start at the begInnIng of the
day and Work our Way thru. so the begInnIng of the day actually started
the nIght before at about 1:00 Where We started to WrIte our cheer song. to
akIva besser and nIssan fettman, I honestly don’t knoW What I Would of
done WIthout you guys. nIssan, oot really lost out When I stole you aWay.
the song Was IncredIble! specIal thanks to chaIm fogel for gIvIng me the Idea
of 'oIdeh'. also thanks my jc tzvI baruch and arI scheff for helpIng out WIth
the song. next came the hIghly competItIve sports. thank you shlomo cherba
for arrangIng the all games. thank you to all the counselors Who took
games. after lunch Was tug a War for the 8th and 9th grade, and It Was
brooklyn domInatIon! thanks to the campers Who partIcIpated. specIal shout
out to yehuda goldschmIt for gettIng out of bed for hIs former counselor
and helpIng us get the sWeep. then came steal the salamI. I never thought It
could be so much fun. thanks to moshe eIsensteIn for gettIng all the kIds.
next came the famous camp agudah staff volleyball game. fInally We rounded out neIghborhood day WIth the skIts. totty hertzberg I can’t begIn to ImagIne Where you get these crazy Ideas from but WoW What a skIt! yaakov lax
and chunI spIegel your actIng skIlls are IncredIble and you have me laughIng every sIngle tIme. btW herrIng WIthout the keechIl, man that’s cruel!!!
then came the announcement of the scores and the WInner Was oot. congratulatIons to moIsh koff on the WIn! then came brooklyn In 2nd place.
overall for a fIrst year team to come In 2nd place, that’s pretty good. We'll
get ‘em next year. my fInal thank you Is to the team of brooklyn. We had a
blast. thanks for all your effort and makIng It such an excItIng day. I apologIze If I left anyone out.

-General Zloty-

20TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP 1ST DAY COLOR WAR
ACTIVITIES AND SKITS

N.Y.S. In-General

When I say neW york you say state!!!

for all of you readIng thIs, I don’t thInk you’re really Interested In a
20 pg. story on What you already knoW, so I’ll get straIght to the
poInt. I truly enjoyed every moment of the day even though We dIdn’t
WIn (you knoW We dIdn’t lose eIther). fIrst thIngs fIrst thank you reb elya for gIvIng me the honor of leadIng the most excItIng, the very best
team of all-the team of neW york. thank you to the one and only best
rIght hand man-dovI feIgenbaum. thanks for all that you’ve done
WIth the bunk and WIth helpIng me lead thIs specIal team of n.y.s. In the
rIght dIrectIon along WIth settIng up our volleyball team. to the very
best songWrIter thank you Izzy kraznoW-I really loved that song, It
Was a great choIce and the most pumpIng by far. all the kIds Were Involved, It Would’ve been ImpossIble to have done It WIthout you! thanks
agaIn. don’t forget about that great skIt thanks to boruch frIar and
meIr frank for all your tIme and hard Work. no Im not done yet-the
one that helped WIth sports yIsroel marder. volleyball? yes! thank you
to all the great volleyball players creatIng a great team-dovI fInkelsteIn (Im stIll WaItIng for my haIrcut), yIsroel marder, yosef heskIa, elIs
rosman, Izzy (thanks agaIn for that song), dovI tepferj, and of course I
can’t forget our server-the best j.c. I could have ever asked for, dovI
feIgenbaum. I dIdn’t forget, I saved the best for last (besIdes for my 2nd
mentIon). Who could have been better to compete agaInst other than
the flatbush general aaron greenberg, the brooklyn general shloIme
zlotnIck, and general moIsh koff, the leader of the WInnIng team Who
brought hIs team to the top, the team of out of toWn! thank you to
the rest of the staff for all your hard Work (sorry If I left anyone out,
It Wasn’t IntentIonal, I’m just tIred!). and noW the very last thank you
goes to all of you great campers Who I knoW dId your best. thanks a
ton!

General Chaim Leib Mandel

21ST DAY OF SECOND TRIP 2ND DAY COLOR WAR,
STAFF PLAYS BRINGING OUT THEMES OF
“B’SHVILI NIVRA HA’OILAM” AND “B’SOICH AMI”

Flatbush In-General

When I say flat you say bush, flat...bush. WoW, general aaron
all the Way!! What a blast, neIghborhood day Was amazIng. as my
fIrst tIme beIng general and of course WInnIng (In last place) It
Was a great and aWesome experIence. sports WhIch Was soo close
and then the sWeep In volleyball- the suspense Was crazy. thanx
to all those Who played theIr heart out. I Would lIke to gIve a
massIve thank you to shuey krasnoW and aaron schIlIt for the
best songs anyone could ask for. also thank you zevI goldshmIdt,
moshe kramer, zevI dIamond, aryeh kamelhar, ac perlman, elIezer
slomovIcs,yIsroel stern,aaron WeIss,hIllel greIsman,tzvI baruch,
chaIm feIgenbaum, and everyone else for theIr tremendous advIce
and support and help. and for the last the most epIc skIt of all
tImes and my fIrst appearance on the stage Was one of the crazIest experIences I ever had. so thank you avI gelfand the dIrector,
arI scheff, shImon Issac,and glIeberman for your actIng skIlls, It
Was hIlarIous. shout out to my bunk, moIsh eIsenstIen,and fIschel
WeIss. I Would lIke to thank all those Whom I forgot to mentIon
for all theIr help. We should all be to together partyIng In camp
In yerushalIm b'meheIra v'yameInu. #best chavrusa bd!!

-General Aaron-

22ND DAY OF SECOND TRIP 3RD DAY OF COLOR WAR, GRAND
BECHINA, GARND MARCH, AND GRAND SING!!!!
AND THE WINNER WAS GREEN!!!!

7TH GRADE OLYMPICS!!!!
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It’s the day that a whole 7th grade looks forward to, and to many boys it’s the highlight of the summer.
It’s 7th grade olympics!!!

It all started when as we returned from our visiting day and a message was sent around that R’ Karfiol
wants all 7th graders in the Shul immediately, attendance will be taken! Unsure of the reason behind all this 7th
grade returned to the Shul where they sat quietly in their seats. R’ Karfiol got up and with a very serious look
proclaimed that a cellphone and bibi-gun were found in the 7th grade bunks and that we know who you are….. you
have 30 seconds to stand up or we’ll pick you up ourselves and throw you out of here. Every camper was shivering in their seats, the silence was defining. And then suddenly out of nowhere it was….OLYMPICS BREAKOUT
2015!!!!! The campers were shocked! What a shocker! All the counselors on the spot undid their white shirts and
their NSA 7th grade jerseys were revealed!! And then the shul was rocking in a way that only can be done with 7th
grade as the generals were announced…for the blue team, team of counselors it was Yosef Lev!, Nossi Finkelstein! and sgt. Boruch Grossberger!! For red team of JCs it was Eli Goldstein, Yechiel Hirth and sgt. Mickey
Weingarten! Congrats to all of you guys! You were all amazing leaders and gave us a rocky time!! We got up the
next morning pumped for a day packed with non-stop competition, starting off with the sports where the games
were intense and competitive, followed by the races where every camper was involved in the very close and exciting race!! Then came lunch where each team absolutely rocked the cheer songs! We were blowing the roof off
and the floor almost collapsed! It was led by Dovi Tepfer & Benjy Karfiol!(who fell off the bench by “Blue team!
Blue team!”) Then in the afternoon we had All-out Basketball which was loads of fun. Then the staff of 7th grade
Red vs. Blue- Counselors vs. JC’s had a Major Volleyball game where the counselors swept the JC’s! The campers
had a great time watching the competitive intense (yet at some points sloppy!!) showdown!! It was a classic!!
After night seder and Maariv we had the skits which were acted out by our very own 7th grade campers!! Their
acting was tremendous! Red was about doing wacky stuff….Oh this is awkward!!! Blue was a hilarious police report when the big “Kid!” got away! Both skits were hilarious!! After that were the grammen where the JC’s made
fun of the counselors and counselors did the same to the JC’s……and then after such an awesome day full of
Achdus it was time for the scores which were announced by our “leader” Reb Elya…we cheered like no tomorrow
as the scores were announced….and the WINNER WAS RED!!!! Mazel Tov JC’s and winning campers & generals! All
in all it was a day where the talents of every 7th grade camper shone forth and we proved that 7th grade is by far
the loudest greatest division around! Everyone had an awesome time! The Achdus and Middos were unbeleivable
as not a bad word was heard all through olympics. We showed how a Camp Agudah olympics is supposed to look
like! We’d like to thank Reb Elya for all his hard work and for giving us such an awesome time! As 7th graders reflecting back at the summer, olympics is definitely 1 of the highlights of the fun-packed NSA summer! Have a
great year back in Yeshiva and don’t forget to take along NSA with you whereever you go!! Give it all you got and
continue growing into the Bnei Torah you showed us you were all summer long!!

23RD DAY OF SECOND TRIP LEIL SHISHI WITH YOELI KAR
BLACKOUT!!!!!

COLOR WAR!!!

-

-

24TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP EREV SHABBOS
R’ HILLEL DAVID SHABBOS GADOL

COLOR WAR!!!

25TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP SHABBOS PARSHAS SHOFTIM
MOTZEI SHABBOS CHAMPIONSHIP IN RENEGADES PARK!!!

COLOR WAR!!!

26TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP LEAGUES CHAMPIONSHIP,
BANQUET, MUSICAL PLAY,
AWARDS FOR BEST IN BUNK AND LEARNING

COLOR WAR!!!

27TH DAY OF SECOND TRIP LAST DAY OF CAMP SEE YOU
NEXT YEAR IN RUACH COUNTRY YERUSHALAYIM!!!!

COLOR WAR!!!
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Ahhhhhhh!!!! We did it!!! We started the streak!!!!! 2 yrs in a row baby!! Go green goooo!!!! Seriously though you guys were amazing that was
some of the most fun I've ever had and it was all thanx to you. You guys dominated from start to finish (32 points!!) and remember the thing that
pushed us over the top for the win was our DOMINATION of cleanup!! I wanna start off by thanking the most amazing head staff-I really meant what I
said in my post color war speech what you do is amazing and camp is what it is because of you. A special thank you to R' Neiman and R' Karfiol for
believing in me from the very beginning and your encouragement throughout the summer. I want to thank R' Septimus- having you as a division head
again was amazing thank you so much for everything!!! Thank you R' Elya- knowing I always have someone to speak to (or vent to) was huge. Thank
you R' A.Z. Herby- your constant advice with everything this entire summer and color war in particular was huge I really appreciate it-once my
counselor always my counselor :) Yaakov Lax- seriously this was by far the most amazing color war I have ever been a part of and your the main
reason why- to think yesterday we were in 5th grade (with your 2 home runs in the World Series :) to being in herbys bunk in 9th grade to color war
generals is crazy! 12 yrs together! Thanx so much again enjoy Israel! #JK25 I want to ask mechila in advance for anyone I may accidentally forget
to thank-it was an honest mistake and I really appreciate everything you did for Green. C.Fogel-Chaim I meant what I said about me forever being in
debt to you for making me come to Agudah-the grand sing was amazing being able to have you on my color war team was a literal dream come true
thanx so much for everything I love you man your a beast :):) \
R.Goldbaum-Honestly Reuven idk how I would have survived color war without
you your constant presence cannot be mentioned enough :) seriously I had an amazing summer with you thanx for all the great times (and my epic
rant) I'm gonna miss you can't wait to rock it up by your wedding!!! Y.Kramer- it was epic it'll be a memory I'll cherish forever #yourepic plus you for
sure put in the most sleep on the green team it was really appreciated #thatwasforlax E.Lankry-Your awesome!! Your skit was hilarious
#alimuhammed and your acting in the play was amazing as well (arab again!?) seriously having you on my team was amazing thanks so much can't
wait to iyh dance at your chasuna!! S.Zlotnick-thanx so much for all you did during color war and for taking your bunk games even though blue had a
slightly better team :) E.Schlosser-I can't thank you enough for all you did (costumes,grand march,costumes,races paper,costumes,ect :) seriously
you took a ton off my head thanx so so much A.C. Perlman-MVP!MVP! What you did for green was insane you were everywhere and did everythingthe grand march came out stunning you seriously were the green teams lieutenant you deserve this win more than anyone THANK YOU SO SO SO SO
MUCH!!!!! R.Pearl-Rueveni!! I was so fired up when I saw you were on my team-remember bunk zayin with Mordy Lichtenfeld? Crazy how time flies its
been an amazing 12 yrs iyh we should stay in touch for many more! And ya no biggie you just were a huge part of the skit,the play,and comedy
skit,wrote the first days dvar Halacha and gave a great speech by the grand march thanx so much! A.Greenberg- Arohn! Thanx for the sick times in
Israel #cups #Ali and for always being there for me whenever I need you your awesome I'm gonna miss having you around :) also thanx for the Dvar
Halacha and theme speech you wrote they were amazing "Don't let the world change you-you change the world" Y.Z. Stern-it was awesome having
you back in camp after all these years your legit amazing and deserved every off day you got #niagra :):) H.Greisman- Hillel! We wouldn't have won
the Grand March and the Apache race without you. Your a generals dream thanx so much for always being able to help no matter what Y.KrasnowBunk yud baby! Izzy it's legit nachas for me to see you as a counselor and a sick one at that keep doing what your doing cause it's working (and your a
freaken amazing song writer/leader can't wait to see you lead the grand sing!) N.Zaramanish-that tackle in the play was legit epic the Giants can for
sure use you #JPP and thanx for taking your bunk games AARON HERZBERG- your amazing your skits were great and your acting by the play was
legit unreal keep it up your an amazing talent and I legit like you #nolongerchesedcase:) A.Gelfand-your a beast! From writing the play to running the
skits to the final comedy skit you made my life so much easier thanx so so much Y.Marder- your job on the balloons was epic and we won the home
run derby thanx to you thanx so much for all the effort you put into color war it really made a huge difference A.Shindler-your job on the grand
march was amazing thanx so much for all the different things you helped out with I really appreciate it K.Shipper- you were epic in the skit and thanx
for taking my bunk for both games it was a massive help Kuti! M.Obermeister- we legit won the Apache race because of your sick shuffle board
skills :) thanx for doing the races and everything else Y.Safamanesh- thanx for taking your bunk games the win in hockey was huge Y.Merzel-thank
for taking the 9th grade games I wanted you to take it was a huge help your awesome A.Besser,Y.Lowenthal,and D.Feigenbaum- I'm grouping you
guys together because your job on the grand bechina was amazing that was a huge huge win for us thanx so much for all the time and effort that
went into it remember the fact that I didn't have to think about it til the actual grand bechina was amazing thanx again!!!
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D.Finkelstein-thanx for being my "assistant" for sports and for doing the shootout it was great having you on my team again Z.Tepper-thanx for
taking your bunk games that shutout was huge also all the time you put into costumes wasn't unnoticed thanx a million M.Jacobson-thanx for taking
your bunk games and pumping them up S.Y.Stern- thanx for taking your bunk games and for helping out Y.Hamada-thanx for being by your bunk
games and everything else you did Y.Frischman- Still wanna go to the blue team?! Haha your awesome keep it up thanx for taking your bunk and have
a great yr in yeshiva don't become yeshivish Y.Cantor- thanx for taking your bunk games it was a huge help Y.Halberstam-your bunk games were
huge thanx so much D.Saidov-your acting was amazing great job! D.Mantel-thank you so much for your help with the costumes I really needed someone when I asked you and you came through big time :) Y.Okalika-we did it! We won! I can't possibly thank you enough for all you did you made my life
amillion times easier your the best!!! Y.Pinter-you were amazing from costumes to props to the bunk games you were huge it's people like you that
really make a difference in color war A.Rosenberg-thanx for leading the march to mashiach and for letting me cut you and take the shower
first :) A.Fine-thanx for taking those 9th grade games and for making that banner even if it was after we already won :) also i like this time around
better than after oar :):):):):):) Thanx to all the day camp counselorsY.Birenbaum,S.Blau,N.Borenstein,D.Brown,P.Greenwald,K.Greisman,E.Gruen,M.Hartman,T.Maggid,A.Pruzansky,M.Schlesinger,A.Sharf,Z.Vogel,
and of course K.Zakutinsky-you guys kept the day campers pumped and into it and that helped with the rest of the team especially by team time
thanx!!
Now to our great skit led by E.Lankry and A.Gelfand- special thanx to A.Hertzberg,R.Pearl,A.Pruzansky,K.Shipper(I'm the pilot!),A.Pruzansky,Y.Berman,and of course N.Samuel.
Our epic play written and led by A.Hertzberg(your were legit amazing you win the Oscar
for 2nd half-1st went to weeds) and co-led by A.Gelfand and R.Pearl- thanx to all the actors E.Lankry,S.Zlotnick,A.Besser,Y.Lowenthal,N.Zaramanesh(sick tackle!),D.Saidov,S.Goldszmidt,D.Feigenbaum,N.Samuel(great president
speech),Hoffman,and all the kids who were in the crowd for the best action scene Agudah has had in years you guys were amazing!!
To the most
important part of color war-Sports! Thanx to all those who took
games Shipper,Merzel,Fine,Finkelstein,Kramer,Obermeister,Safamanesh,Besser,Lankry,Zlotnick,Schlosser,Pearlman,Jacobson,Pearl,Pinter,
Greenberg,Y.Z.
Stern,Tepper,H.Greisman,Krasnow,Zaramanesh,Frischman,S.Y.Stern,Gelfan,Lowenthal,Sharf,Marder,Halberstam,K.Greisman,Birnbaum,Ros
enberg,Gruen,Schindler,Eichorn,Hamada,Mantel,Cantor,and M.Laniado. Now for the hardest working people on the green team- your the unsung
heroes of color war but don't think what you did wasn't appreciated-you truly did an amazing amazing job. The Costumes and Props were led
by A.C.Pearlman E.Schlosser and the Balloons were led by Y.Marder-thanx
to Pinter,Tepper,Saidov,Mantel,Feigenbaum,Exstein,Newhouse,Zazulia,Halberstam,Solomon,Friedman,Seidenfeld,Wagshal,Lang,Zwick,Fox,Wo
hlgemouth,Cohen,Y.A.Schuster,and Zarimanish. Special thanx to A.Klerrer,Y.Karmely,A.Rabinowitz, and A.Pruzansky for the murals they were
gorgeous thanx for all the time and effort that you put into them. Thanx to our psyc team Y.Muchnik and C.Eckstein. My bunk bunk lamed heyBotknecht,Elnadav,Friedman,Green,Hana,Holi,Kaufman,Kiss,Koplowitz,Levitin,Matyas,Rubin,Schnitzler,Septimus,Turkel,Weiss,Zafir,and Zagel
baum you guys were amazing the costumes and balloons would never have gotten done without you guys thanx for decorating my cubicle the bunk
looked epic thanx for an amazing summer!! A special few shoutouts- D.Fox-thanx for all you did over color war from the Dvar Halacha to the theme
speech to costumes to balloons to your games to races your were a huge part in us winning. It was great getting to really know you this summer
KIT!!! A.Fox-yay you got in!!!! N.Bienstock-we had some sick dmc's and times this summer #stlouis you better keep in touch with me I'm gonna miss
you A.Rabinowitz-Aron! Your a beast!! I'm gonna miss you but remember we'll always stay in touch I'm always here for you you know that :) Y.Tusk-it
was awesome learning with you good luck in St. Louis! T.Eichorn-You made it through the full second half!! :) seriously it was great seeing you as a
staff member your a freaken beast I luv ya. S.Grossberger-I like you waaayyy better then Krause :):) you owe me big time for waking you up in the
morning it was awesome having you in my bunk Finally to the greatest campers in the world, the campers of the green team, you guys truly won this
color war from the sports to the Grand Bechina to the Races To the Songs you guys were awesome. We could not have done it with out you I hope you
had as a good a time as I did. Last but definitely not least to the greatest camp in the world Camp Agudah- these 12 years have made me into who I am
today and I'll never forget that I'll miss you like crazy but you'll forever be my home away from home!!!

-

-
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From the guy that’s lost way too many times
Yup it’s me again. This is my third losing In General so I consider myself an expert when it comes to writing losing In Generals I consider myself an Expert
so here goes!
Guys did you hear what just happened? No not that thing the other thing! No? Well let me tell you.... are you sitting? OK then... WE..... Lost! Yup a bummer I mean we won
the Dvar Halacha and Cleanup so it doesn't really make sense but we'll let the Review Committee take a look at that. But does it really make a difference? We all had a
blast you guys gave it all you got and there's nothing more to be said. Maybe it's time for green to have a streak on their own. So I'll be known as the general who
helped start the streak. It's really fine, I've been called worse. But if you can bear with me one more second I'd like to give you all a history lesson...
There are some things that are just not meant to be. Take for example our basketball Team, all though they try and try they seem to just not be able to win. Another
example would be color war and myself. Anyone who knows me knows I have a horrible record when it comes to color war. It seems I'm destined to not win when it
comes to color war. Up until 2 summers ago I was 0-9! But I've won the past two summers which I've got to say felt great! So I was on a little bit of a streak of my
own. Comes this summer and I'm General of the Blue Team! The almighty Blue Team that had a phenomenal winning streak up until last summer. The pressure was on
to reclaim what was ours! But sadly my losing streak came back to haunt and we lost. As much as it hurts you, imagine how I must feel?! I can't even win when I'm
general! And now I have my father making fun of me how he won twice as general! But you guys had a blast and learned what a "Tzibur" can accomplish. In that regard
it's a win all around!
When you're a camper you look at camp as this huge concept. There are so many things going on and you're just this little ant running around. It feels magical! When
Color War comes around that idea is multiplied by 10 and you look at the Generals like they are from another world, they can do no wrong and you look up to them. I
was exactly like this when I was a camper and that's why I still don't believe I was Color War General! It was so surreal and something I'll never forget! Thank you all
for giving me that opportunity and giving me memories that will last a lifetime!
It was good to see that some people still didn't forget what Color War Is all about and they really worked a lot over color war. No matter what I write here it won't
convey what you truly meant to your team! But I'll do my best... (If I left anyone out it was a total oversight and I’m sorry. Feel free to call me and ill personally thank
you!)
Rabbi Neiman- Thank you for the opportunity to lead the blue team and more importantly thank you for one of the best summers ever! I feel like we've bonded over
the newsletter and now we are BFF's!
Rabbi Karfiol- Rebbe how far we've come. Never thought I'd say these words but it really really was a pleasure working for you! From the Bunk to the Team thank you
for giving me an unforgettable summer and I'm forever grateful!
R' Elya- You're simply Amazing thank you for all your help during Color War and of course thank you for granting my "Bakasha".
R' Herbtsman- Thank you for your guidance throughout Color War and let's admit it you had to be shepping Nachas seeing two former campers as Generals!
R' Septimus- Simply a Pleasure Rebbe. I’m Lucky to have a Division Head like you. Thank you!
Rabbi Pearl- Rebbe I'll never forget my first job here in Camp! Thank You!
The Team:
Ahron Shillit and Shuey Krasnow- Ahron you made me pull my hair out more than once but it was well worth it. The songs came out so beautifully I still can't get
over that marching song. Shuey thank you for keeping ahron semi-in line who knows what would've been of you hadn't been there. But in all seriousness thank you for
your help with the songs.
Moshe Wiederman- my right and left hand man. I think we have an undefeated record when we're together. We bring out the best and the worst in each other, it's
honestly been a pleasure serving with you. The Play was phenomenal as usual! And last but not least ARGO!
Zalman Leib Krasnow- Even though you weren't here for color war you helped tremendously. The idea for the skit was brilliant. Can I tell you a secret? My father did
that skit when he was in camp! Thank you so much and Hatzlacha in DU.
Zevi Goldshmidt- I've got to say I wasn't expecting a 10th grader to step up the way you did during Color war. I can't even begin to thank you enough for what you did.
From taking care of sports to the balloons and everything in between it didn't go unnoticed and I thank you!
Efraim Slomovitz- My fellow Rapps Compatriot thank you for taking care of the sports and helping out with the grand march. We won sports!!!! We couldn’t’ve done it
without you!
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Moshe Koff- The Campers Speech was phenomenal thank you so much! You helped out whenever asked upon and I thank you for that!
Yosef Toledano- No amount I say here can convey how much I'm grateful for what you did. The amount of hours you put in with costumes and props was phenomenal and everything came out so nice. Yosef I appreciate everything you did and wow omg you were my camper!
Moshe Tzvi Eisenstein- Once again I was shepping nachas from another camper of mine helping out. Moshe thank you for your tireless efforts with the costumes.
Everything came out so beautifully baruch hashem!
Shlomo Churba- Guess you were right for wanting to do costumes. It came out great and thank you so much for overseeing the murels.
Menachem Kramer- Who knew a kramer can work so hard! Just joking, don't worry about the corner! The grand march came out beautifully I can only imagine how
yours will look next year!
Tzvi Baruch, Ari Wiengarten, and Turkel thank you for taking care of the torah bowl! For your first time each you guys did great, we almost had it! Ari a special
thank you for your help with the costumes as well! Yossi Ackerman and Meir Frank thank you for taking care of the apache race and yossi thank you for your help
with the races as well! It was almost a sweep! Zevi Diamond thank you for all of those divrei torahs. Ahron Rabinowitz the Speech after Maariv was phenomenal
you conveyed the message well and you are a real great speaker! Shimon Shuster thank you for your help with the races! Nissan Fetman another camper of mine,
thank you for that crazy grand march! You organized all the different moving pieces into one elaborate portrait of Har Sinai it was simply beautiful! Moshe Kanner,
the murals really did come out nice! Thank you Mr. Krasner and Finkelstein for your help as well! Eli Solomon and Menachem Hartman thank you for your help
with props! Fryer and Sheff thank you for your BIG roles in the play! A special shout out to all the trees and boulders! Shmuely Grossberger "friends embrace
me" the start of a great song writing career thank you for your help!
Thank You to the Costume Crew: Mr. Kanner, friedman, solomon, nussbaum, halberstam, botknecht, silber, miles, gold, neiman, diamond, friedman, braunstein, kanner, smith, kulefsky, frank, and of course to bunk Lamed daled! All the hard work and late nights you guys put into the costumes were much appreciated!
The Balloon Boys led by the man himself Shimon Isaak and all of his hot Air: Thank you shimon! Thank you Mr. Richmond, guttman, tepfer, goldshmidt, ackerman,
and frishman.
The Grand March Guys: Motti weiss, Mitnick, Meir frank, Eliyahu Rosman, and Izzy Miller!
Chaki- Thanks for the bags!
Joseph- Wish you could've been here to celebrate one last color war together with the boys!
A.C Perlman- Yes I know you're on green but you still helped out us out tremendously with costumes and the grand march. Thank you!
LT. Yochanon- You were a great free agent pickup thank you for coming back to camp and helping out with whatever needed help. Great Job with the comedy skit!
Camp Kaylee is lucky to have you.
LT. Yehoshua- You finally made your skit debut and you were pretty good. Welcome to the Agudah stage shua where the lax family has owned for generations!
You've got a bright future here and it's a pleasure to pass the baton on to you.
Chaim Fogel- You said it yourself, that moment where we all stood on stage together- You, Nati, Herby, and myself was so surreal and I'll remember it forever! It's
been a pleasure serving with you here the past 12 years. You're a true friend chaim.
Achron Chaviv General Nati- So I'm 0-3 against you, guess I learnt my lesson. Well who better to lose to than you right? Nati I never could've imagined it one day
would be us two up there on stage in tuxedos leading our respective teams. It's crazy how the time has gone by but it's really been a memorable 12 summers here.
Thank you for always being there for me and helping me out when needed. I'm truly lucky to have a friend like you.
Finally a thank you to all of the campers and staff members of Camp Agudah. When I was standing on stage by the green teams’ alma mater i saw so many faces
with tears rolling down them and that made me start to tear up. Seeing how much camp means to everyone is so inspiring and it only happens here in Ruach Country. I've had a great time here and I don't know if this is my last summer here or not but if it was boy was it memorable. It's because of you guys that I come back
year in and year out! Bunk Lamed Gimmel/Daled you guys were great I truly mean it when i say that I had a blast with you guys thank you for making my job all the
more enjoyable!
I'd like to end off with the following: Any chance you get to show camp what you have to offer do it. What you can add to the "Tzibur" is tremendous. Take it from a
former lifeguard.
Enjoy Camp. Make Memories.

Signing Off, General Yaakov

*Remember to follow @cakosherhock for the latest camp updates and feel free to email me @ exlax3@gmail.com*
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There is a very quiet and unknown person in this camp, he

jobs. He is a 9

th

happens to be a staff member with many

grade rebbi, he’s in charge of night activity (whatever that is) and he is even in charge of dressing up

and making a fool of himself by almost all social events here in camp (military day, carnival day payday, trip day etc..).

This beloved character goes by the name of MOSEY, yup that’s right M-O-S-E-Y, mosey. Now some of you might be

reading this and laughing at my silliness “a guy named Mosey, what type of name is that?!” but I assure you, that it’s

very true and I will now explain how he got this name. Mosey’s real name is Reb Moshe Yisroel, and he was always called

that until one day he realized how bad his real name really is. You see, most people in camp don’t know Mosey because
he is so quiet and unassuming, but I do, and I know a very big secret about him… he isn’t the smallest pickle in the

bunch, in fact if you take about 10,000 jars of pickles and put them all together they’d still weigh less then him. So Mo-

sey realized that the name Moshe has the letter “H” in it, and as everyone knows “H” stands for hippopotamus. Mosey
didn’t want everyone to catch on that there is an “H” in his name and start calling him horrible nasty names like
“hippo”, so he removed the “H” from his name and changed it to Mose Yisroel without an “H”. This was his name all

throughout mesivta and some of bais medrash until Mosey went to go learn in Eretz Yisroel in a fancy yeshiva called the
Mir. For those who don’t know the Mir is in Yerushalayim Ir Hakodesh a city full of kedusha. The Mir itself is located

right next to a small little place called Meah Shearim. Of course as every yeshiva bochur does, Mosey (or Mose Yisroel
as he was then known) went out for lunch to a small pizza store in Meah Shearim called Uri’s Pizza. On the way Mosey

bumped into a yid wearing dirty clothes, a white knit yarmulke, and of course yellow and brown tzitzis. The yid was riding a bike and didn’t see Mosey until it was too late. It was an epic collision! The man and his bike bumped so hard into

Mosey’s stomach that he went flying all the way down the steps of the olive wood shop. Mosey ran down to help him up,
and the guy starting calling him all sorts of horrible names and curses, after which he happily introduced himself as

Feivel, and then asked Mosey for his name. Mosey answered that his name is Mose Yisroel and he then tried to give
Feivel a hug. Feivel pushed him to the floor and started screaming “Tzioni Tzioni- get him his name is Israel.” A crowd

soon gathered and they were all calling Mosey a Tzioni and throwing Israeli flags and Hatikva’s at him, while he just lay
on the floor crying and whimpering. After about 3 days, the crowd dispersed when they found another guy with a

smartphone and internet to harass. Mosey slowly picked himself up from the floor, ran to the nearest shul, where he

halachically changed his name from Mose Yisroel to just plain Mosey, to get rid of his horribly tzionesher 2nd name of
Israel. He kept the “Y” though, as a zecher l’churban to the churban of the 25 lbs. that he lost during those 3 days that

he lay on the streets of Meah Shearim without any food covered in blue and white flags. This is the epic saga of a great
but extremely underappreciated and underrated man named Rabbi Mosey Kaplan.

Now that you all know his life story, you should at least know what he looks like, so included in this yearbook is

38 pictures of a mini Mosey Kaplan hidden in the deep folds (no pun intended) of the pages. The reason there is 38
precisely is because 38 is the gematria of “double chin” which Mosey knows plenty about. So if everyone finds all the
Mosey’s please bring your yearbook to camp next summer and he will personally sign your yearbook and you’ll get a
complimentary authentic blond beard hair. Enjoy, and remember, search safely!
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An Article from Chuni
Sitting late at night, many thoughts are passing through my mind of what I have to mention, but first before anything
is a thank you to my Rosh Yeshiva that you all owe for making the decision for me whether or not I should stay in Eretz Yisroel
or come to Camp Agudah, but after understanding what Camp Agudah is about, not just having fun throughout the summer,
but also a spiritual uplifting 2 months that carry the campers through the cold winter months. He told me he only sees one option for me, for me to fly back to camp. So that very night I booked a ticket for the next morning and arrived in camp less than
24 hours after landing. I thank Hashem for the wonderful time I had and being around such a great crowd, you amazing boys
my bunkmates’ #thosethatgotfrstbymeals, and the well-known counselor Yaakov Lax and little bro Yochanan. Also the minhag to mention my heimishe neighbor “Weeds”. #huphupaaa. A special thanks to all the J.S’s (under the leadership of Moreinu
Harav Heller) that kept me up past 12:45 A.M. till…….even if u never missed Shacharis. Thank you to the boys in my learning
group and chavrusas; you were lots of fun, entertaining and amazing. To my Shabbos learning group, you should know all
those stories are true. They are. Printed #akitzeramaaseh a special thanks to the kitchen staff and for taking me in to the kollel
#cookiesandwater. And of course a thanks to all you wonderful campers for causing me gehakta tzuros and matjas herring.
Last but not least, a thank you to the devoted and hardworking headcounselors R’Karfiol and R’Neiman, without whom nothing would ever happen here. Thanks,
Chuni Spiegel #in E.Y. 9177281267

And when I say gehakta you say tzuros……..

Everyone keeps on asking me. As the president of the 9th grade Kiddush and minyan
what makes it so great. So here is the secret. But first I have to give you a little bit of a history
lesson. Back in the days of the old building and Bais Refoel being in the basement, the 9th grade
davened on Shabbos in the main shul with the rest of camp. This meant that they had to sing,
dance and listen to AMK stories. But like all 9th graders they had no patience and no seats for
the big shul on Shabbos. So after the new Bais Refoel was built Avi the "chill it" Schillit came up
with a great idea. "Let’s give the 9th graders they’re own minyan on Shabbos. But you can't have
a minyan without a rabbi or a president. So he asked Howie to be the founding Rabbi and myself
to be the president. Now in the beginning there was only davening and the boys went to the
bunks and hung out until the seudah. But fast forward a few years and Rabbi Feuer joins camp
and becomes the rabbi of the 9th grade Shabbos minyan. But Rabbi F don't like that the boys just
hang around the bunks until the meal. So he comes over to me one day and says, "Mr. President" I
think I should give a shiur to the boys after mussaf so they don't just hang around till the meal,
what do you think?” So I tell him well that's a great idea but we should have a Kiddush after the
shiur and that would make everyone happy. So that’s how it all started. Well let me tell you
what goes on during the shiur, which is now given by R' Yehuda Schwebel because that's how he
agreed to lain for us is if we let him gift us his Dirshu shiur. First the counselors go to the kitchen and make sure that everything that has been ordered for the Kiddush is there. Then, they
make a few adjustments and a bit more add ons and they wheel all the food to me for inspection
and quality control. And only after that does it get brought into Hannah or the Kiddush prep
guy that particular year. So to all the future 9th graders don't forget that there is no Kiddush
without going to the shiur. Have a great year and looking forward to welcoming all future 9th
graders next year.
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It has become a regular sight in camp. A bunch of younger kids watching in awe as a ninth
grader trudges up the road to sr. Hill with his flags and cleats draped over his shoulder his tshirt muddy, pants ripped a slight smile on his face hinting at a victory. They watch as he walks
by and they start to dream about the day when will they make it to the AFFL-AGUDAH FLAG
FOOTBALL LEAGUE the ninth grade flag football league where battles are fought and legends
are made. They sneak into the Gymzebo to watch the AFFL combine a place where the current
players come to test their speed strength and agility as the younger campers picture themselves
being the star of the combine one day running faster jumping higher than today's stars. They
watch as all ninth graders march into lunch dressed in suits and ties for the AFFL DRAFT they
stand on the benches as commissioner Lax calls out the first round picks and dream along with
the rest of camp of one day hearing their own name called and being handed their own personalized AFFL jersey. Following the draft all players led by their team captains head up to sr. hill
where Rabbi Schillit hands them their jerseys, flags, and rule books and again if you look closely
you can see a bunch of kids peering through the window looking counting down the days when
they one day make it to the AFFL. The players then put on their cleats, jerseys and flags and
start the walk down the hill to AFFL stadium to begin the season. The players’ line up. The coin
is tossed and we are ready to start the games. Once again if you look just beyond the playing
field you will notice quite a few younger campers milling around on top of the hill right outside
the field waiting to catch a glimpse of their favorite AFFL team dreaming about the day when
they will be on the field wearing that very jersey. If you ask one of these campers why he
comes to watch the AFFL games he might tell you that he came to see Noach throw a laser fifty
yards away to a receiver double teamed. Or he will tell you that he came to see Shia march his
team downfield like a general leading his troops. Some campers might say they come to watch
Ezzy make a "how did he do that" catch. Those that like defense better will tell you that they
came to see first half MVP Avrumi run through an OL who as he lies on the ground wishes he
would have got detention that day. If you happen to catch a very serious football fan you he
will tell you he comes to watch the technique of some offensive lineman as they give their QB
all day to throw or the footwork of the lockdown corners as they take out the opposing team’s
top receiver. Or you might be told that I come to watch the games because I want to see a classic game that will be talked about for years to come. In fact, just this season alone we had one
game tied up on a last second tipped ball another double overtime game and more than half of the
games came down to the last drive and that was just in the regular season. If you are lucky
enough to be by the games come playoff time as the intensity really picks up then you will really
get to see some great football as everyone wants to be the one to lift up the CHEF FLAMBARDI
trophy awarded to the winner of the AFFL SUPER BOWL. At the end of the season if you happen to ask those same kids why are you taken in by the AFFL some might start by naming some
great throws and catches or some might start telling you about the great defense you might
even hear some kids yelling about the epic battles that take place between the two opposing
teams but they all will end off telling you that they are amazed by the fact that 2 teams can
battle so hard on the field and yet after the game both teams will walk off the field together
discussing the game admiring the nice plays and laughing about the great plays and you can't
even tell that they are on opposing teams. So next time you pass the head counselors office by
cleanup and you see a whole group of kids looking at the activity chart for their activity if you
listen closely you might hear that excited whisper as they glance down to the bottom of the
chart and they see AFFL scheduled for that day, and you will notice that those kids are the future stars of the AFFL.
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Yossi Schwartz, The Man Behind The Man In The Back Of The Room

Yossi Schwartz was born on April 2nd 1994 a day affectionately known as Aprils fool’s day. For those that don’t know
April fool’s day is a day of practical jokes, so naturally Yossi’s father thought he had a girl, that is until the doctor informed
him that he was joking. Yes, the first thing said about Yossi Schwartz was a joke (and he was called a girl). So started an epic
chronicle of embarrassing moments and pathetic blunders, otherwise known as Yossi’s life. One of his more shameful exploits took
place in a little league softball game. Yossi was batting in the bottom of the 9th with 2 outs and was hit in the stomach, sending
him to first base. The next batter hit a grounder, but the shortstop bobbled the ball then overthrew 1st sending the winning
runners to 2nd and 3rd. Yossi was sweating, this was the closest he’d come to scoring since the start of the season. The pitcher
was flustered and threw a wild pitch, sending the catcher to the backstop scrambling in a scrambled search of the elusive ball.
Yossi saw it happen and imagined he was playing his p.s.p game, and instinct kicked in He ran. Or at last he attempted to, but
it turned out to be a terrible, fast waddle. As Yossi neared home the catcher had found the ball and was hustling back to record
the final out. Yossi once again saw himself through the eyes of his video game and remembered something about sliding into
home. So Yossi dropped into a feet first slide; and that’s when it happened. Yossi’s freshly sharpened cleats got caught in his
pants and tore a hole straight down the middle of the back of his pants. This unexpected setback allowed the catcher time to
tag a banged and dusty Yossi out before he reached the base. As Yossi got up he bent down to retrieve his yarmulke, unaware
of the “gap in center field”. As you can imagine he was very embarrassed and his parents and siblings had to move to another
city or face constant humiliation at every turn. Yossi would eventually change his place and thereby change his luck when moving
to Flatbush and going Camp Agudah after hitting the shot heard around the hill. Will his luck continue? We’ll find out as Yossi
continues to write epic new chapters in his eventful and unenvious l
9th grade Niagara
We all thought we knew what was coming. After all, it'd been done many times before
and we'd heard everything that went on there. But sometimes you just have to be there and experience it yourself. That is the 1st half 9th grade Niagara trip. It was truly epic in every sense of the
word.
We left at midnight, drive thru the night till we arrived in Rochester. From there it was seriously non-stop action. Water park, laser tag, the new awesome addition SKYZONE, followed by cave
of the winds, these were all just a prelude to the highlight of the world famous WHIRLPOOL JET!
Just a crazy hectic day full of fun. But of course it didn't end there as we headed to a local park to
have a lavish BBQ highlighted by R'Septimus showing off his creativity knowing how to salvage the
grill and saving the day. Once stuffed with hot dogs and burgers, we headed back to the beautiful
night falls view, followed up with a new and much improved go karts/arcade place. Finally after
what was an absolutely amazing yet exhausting day, we drive back to camp, said goodbye to our
funny Chasidic drivers, and went to sleep! Thanks to camp and to Rabbi Shillit for giving us the
time of our lives!
- The 9th Grade -
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For being late to lights out: “Guys told me there’s no curfew tonight” ”I was scared of the skunks” ” I was learning with a lifeguard”
”There was a lunar eclipse” “What’s lights out?” ‘’I was trying to find out when color war is” “I was working in the canteen” “There was a long line at the staff
showers” “You never gave us a barbecue”
For missing a meal: “I was at the canteen” ”Everyone was at the fish pond” “We had dougies instead” “I was guarding the guest Gadol” “I wasn’t hungry” “I
didn’t want to hear Mosie and Magic” “I thought they were optional” “You never gave us a barbeque”

For not doing cleanup: “ I don’t know how to use a broom” “I thought it’s the counselors job” “The Pollack stole our broom” “We’ll bribe the inspector” “My
parents aren’t coming into the bunk anyway” “I don’t like our broom” “I never make my bed at home” “Cause staff doesn’t make theirs” “You never gave us a
barbeque”

For coming late to davening “My counselor never woke me up” “My father told me I can come late” “Davening is too early” I went to sleep too late” “I couldn’t
find my sock” “I’m still on city time” “You never gave us a barbeque”
For Punching Someone “He was looking at me” You never gave us a barbeque” For trying to take doubles at snacks “I’m double the size of everyone else”
“I’m hungry” “You never gave us a barbeque”
For waking up at 3:00 in the morning to go to the canteen “I was hungry” “I thought it was trip day” “I was sleep walking” “You never gave us a barbeque”

What league team am I on (on day 13)? What’s for supper? (Lunch, breakfast) How much do
you get paid? When is your day off? What do you do on your off-day? When is the canteen open? When is color
war? Can you fill my tradition soup? What happened to the go karts? Can I have a ride on the golf karts? When
is laundry day? Is _____ going to be married next year? Who are going to be the Color War General’s? What
time does the head staff go to sleep? Where do the Pollock’s go during the year? (On a trip after walking on the
bus) where is my Yarmulke? Who’s getting best in bunk?? Could we go to Shoprite? Where is Feinstein? Why do
we have to go to sleep? ………..AND THE INGENIOUS ANSWER……….. I DON’T KNOW……REALLY, I DON’T
KNOW…… HONESTLY I DON’T….. I WILL TRY TO FIND OUT…… IM SORRY, YOU GOT ME…… IM STUMPED… I’M ONLY HUMAN…. IF I KNEW WOULDN’T TELL YOU?.......

- - -
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First half was long over. I was sitting in my bed at home at thinking of first half and all the crazy awesome fantabulously astounding times we had….now it
all seemed like naught but a speck on the ginormous horizon of life. Time, being of the fleeting nature that it is, had rushed upon me all of a sudden. One moment I
was unpacking my many many many many many belongings into my cubicle, and the next I was sitting here, in my broken state, wallowing in my grief of missing
camp. I would have to put a stop to this madness. So back to camp I came. Sleeping in an 8th grade bunk, and with a top bed no less, but I couldn’t be any happier. Suddenly, as I walked onto what is fondly known as the junior hill, I got attacked by a mob of seventh grade bunk yud zayiners (who had since been drafted into what was
now known as bunk yud ches). After finally peeling them off of me, I was confronted by their pack leader, a man of great proportions. Like he had one too many
lunches, if u know what I mean. Their general had two first names, and no last name, which I found all the scarier. He looked at me with a growl and a snarl on his
face, and with a huff of anger asked, in a loud booming resounding voice, yelled, WHAT THE BEANS IS WITH ASHMEDAI?!? I had soon learned that there had
been a large comparison fight between the halves of first and second. So with my outsider’s eye, I, a rotator/7th grade skit maker/Niagara tripper/concert rocker/all
around nutjob, decided to take observation of my surroundings and do some comparisons of my own. Here is what I found. Number one: the cooler ties! I mean what
was the cheshbon in giving out those first half ones if no one will ever wear them after getting the second half ones? Secondly: where were all the twelfth grade staff?
Yea, there were some left, but it wasn’t the same. Camp had a dead feeling in the air, like part of the soul was missing. Third of all: people were ditching learning
groups like it was going out of style! Helllllo, learning torah can’t never end if it never starts! And yeshivish neighborhood day……..actually is genius! Some legendary
skits btw… from totty’s feet, to botnecht’s bottle shtup, to kol hamispallel and aron greenberg’s acting debut, to the chin ups of four year olds… it all brings back memories of comedius legendarius, the bunk yud Zayin astrix and obelix name for the first half skits. Dude, moe plunged a toilet on stage! Zalman is defs tone def, and what
is with lax’s TOES? I mean, toes are overrated. Cmon, Shinamin Isaac only has nine, and it never stopped him! And has anyone seen Yisroel Levin in the past month? I
found a chicken… it was in chuni’s jacket pocket…J but we all know the true comedy was with the seventh grade Olympics! From shimmy’s donuts to dovid’s handcuffs,
to fluffy and the mets, to well this is awkward, to germs! To (and this is for all the darchei + seventh grade 1st half campers + to moe berger) (imagine a twirling finger
pointing directly at oyu) OOOOHOOOOO! Shout out to Elisha and chaim for castle on the way to Niagara. J Probably the most missed factor of the half gone by was as
we generously conducted and practiced the old COME TO POOPAH! routine. By now we mostly got used to ShopRite taking the soda from the last aisle and now being
in middle, and taking the pringles away from the second to last aisle and hiding it wherever they hide the chocolate and yellow soup croutons. Kale is gone, probably
being karny somewhere. Yea, that deserves a Moe Berger finger point and noise. Anybody notice that Roz Shmaryahu Garf Jz Abs Teps Nate Luffy Jt Watermelon
Tighty Gelly Shaps Shloimies Shocks Captain Hotshot Wiggles Chanoch Shmez Eli Friedlander and Ditchi were missing? Camp changes over time, and sometimes we
have to shave the driveway. Yesh? Oh you’re talking during davening? Psst! I have a secret...SHHH! Yaakov where’s modo? Moshe valt where’s ezriel? Chaim where’s
pluch? Zev Zev where’s Avraham? And eli? And chaim? And Motty? And Eli? Shuey stop saying shwam! Or as is second half, stop saying mad hock! Or tommy will
come for you! Yosef and nachmi….stop it. Whatever you guys are doing, just stop it! #sufganiyot. and props to Simcha for our impromptu barbecue! Bowling and 2192…
this is actually my second article in the yearbook…. Don’t tell Totty.. Checkout Shmez’s In General. One thing that still lives on is Yossi and dovid’s…. Well let’s just
call it a friendship. J izzy, Shwekey came!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Ahhhhhh! And just to end off, Do You Know The Muffin Men??

For many many years, Camp Agudah’s kitchen was under the leadership of the famous and amazing Mrs.Lankry. The memories that she gave us were very special from “we want quiche”, and of course
her kokosh, to the knife wielding moments on the videos. Before last year however, the great Mrs. Lankry decided to call it quits. So camp was faced with the daunting task of replacing a legend. They decided
to do a 180 degree turn and change from the Moroccan style cooking to a heimish straight of B.P. style,
and boy has it been a hit. Chef Flaum, you consistently amaze us with you creativity and diverse spread
that you put out every single day. Every day seems more delicious then the last as evidenced by many of
our ever-expanding waistlines. The great attitude in the kitchen, fathered by the one and only Rabbi
Schwebel, is also a tremendous plus, as who in this camp doesn’t love the chef and his great staff, always
friendly and willing to deal with all the bothersome and sometimes petty questions that kids are constantly throwing at them. Basically, we want to say thank you to everyone involved in the hiring of Chef
Flaum, because we love him as the cook and of course as the staff baseball team pitcher!
-The campers of Camp Agudah-
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From The desk of the AFFL commissioner...
-

-

Commissioner Yaakov "Jay" Lax.
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A Day in the Canteen (Based on REAL, UNTRUE facts)

A long time ago, it was a time when only herring was given out at the Melave Malka’s.
There lived a man on the banks of Lake Ophelia. This man loved Science. He spent most of
his time experimenting. It is because of him
that we have some of today’s greatest inventions: Three dollar Silicone watches, letters on t
-shirts, & the day camp. At this time Lake
Ophelia was sickly brown, and one day the
man decided to turn it into a sparkling blue.
He labored in his laboratory, for many days,
until he finally came up with a chemical solution. Now, if you have ever had a blue t-shirt,
you know that our great scientist was not all
that he was cut out to be. Instead of breathing
deep blue, his solution turned the lake into a
muddy dark green, which it still is to this very
day. It is for this reason that we all wear blue tshirts, to demonstrate the color of what the
lake is really supposed to be. (You may have
noticed that this year the t-shirts were a bit
miss-colored). If you’re wondering what happened to our great inventor, he turned himself
into a great head staff member, and he still
terrorizes the camp until this very day.
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First day of oar was intense! First the breakout and
generals speeches and the competition began. With
red team blowing out orange in the morning activity,
it was thought to be pretty much over, but orange
came back with a vengeance in the afternoon and it
was once again game on!
Then came the skits. Orange had the tremendous duo of Lax and Mo Berger to work with but red
didn't disappoint with Z-Man, Totty, and Moish Koff
amongst a few others. It started with the scavengers
as Totty and Shinnamon showed us how a blind
woman and her dog could somehow be involved
with “pool leak". Lax and co. followed that up with a
food expo with Levin as the French guy pronouncing
"budget" as baguette. Red team then pulled off an
instant classic using the word OICA as they did their
very own rendition of Kah Kaili. Orange countered
with their own OICA skit as an aunt and nephew
who couldn't find each other finally she says "oh I see
ya"...now I get it! The pantomimes were next with
Hertzberg pranking his friends by making believe he
sees something interesting in the sky, only to really
get them to crowd together so he can throw water
balloons at them. Then Mo was once again at his best
as a potential employee going for an interview but
could not find the buzzing fly as he ripped apart the
office with a baseball bat and plunger!
All in all, an extremely memorable night,
thanks to the great staff of CA that once again
showed that they are the best!
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Year

19
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
19
200
200
200
200

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Additions to Camp
New Senior Hill on old Basketball
Court
R’ Finkelman arrives! Mrs.
Rand
Bumper Boats, Rope Course Shraga
Fievel Finkelberg
Aqua Show! Cheese
Cake!
Rabbi Schwebel Arrives Batting
Cages! Riff Raff!
Dining Room Expansion
Noosin Water
New Hockey Court
Rabbi Fiefer arrives Surf
Bikes, Grilled Chicken
We Want Keesh!

Shlomo Simcha Piamenta
Simcha Weber, Regesh
Yisroel Williger
Mendy Wald

Shloimy Dachs
Shloimy Dachs

Zev Zucker joins Headstaff

Mordechai Ben David

New Crafty Shack and
Canteen Building
Bennies last year/Mechina! Head
Couns. office expanded
New Masmidim Bais Medrash Avi
Taub joins Headstaff
Ranch Built
Abie Neiman joins Headstaff
Rabbi Simcha Kaufmans first year in
camp
Greatest Show on Earth Baseball
lights
NEW MAIN BUILDING!

Avrohom Fried

st

Shul expanded,
New Gym Floor
Avi Schilit joins Headstaff
Reb Elya joins Head staff
Mosey Kaplan Arrives

2012

Courts Redone Rabbi S.
Friedman arrives
Football Field

2014

Kuppie Elbogen

Shloimy Dachs

1

Daycamp!!!!!!!!

Gymzebo , Tray Lines and Baseball
Field #2 redone
Rabbi Septimus, Chef Flaum!
A.C. in the bunks, New bathrooms in
lodge and shul, new hockey court,
baseball fence, bags on head staff

Yitzy Bald Composed

Eitan Neiman

Biking

2010
2011

2013

Guest Singer(s)

Uncle Moishy and the
Mitzva Men
Yaakov Shwekey
Aish
Lipa Shmeltzer
Dovid Gabay
Shlomo Katz
Boruch Levine

Shia Rubenstein Michoel Pruzansky
Yehuda Green
Dovid Gabay Michoel
Pruzansky
Abie Rottenberg Boruch Levine
Avrohom Fried Benny
Friedman
Boruch Levine Simcha
Leiner

YAAKOV
SHWEKEY

-

From the desk of the Camp Agudah front office...

After coming off an amazing summer 2015 season for Camp Agudah’s basketball team, which was filled
with tense games and exhilarating wins, the front office sat down to review the season and plan some of our next
moves to the roster. We talked about how we are able to compete with the best teams in the mountains year in
and year out, even when we totally revamp our roster. The question was posed: What is our secret? How do we
play so well every year? After much discussion, we came to the conclusion that what we have is something that
nobody else has. We have YOU, the campers of RUACH COUNTRY, the loudest, most rocking crowd in the
mountains! Those of you who have had the privilege of attending games this season at Ruach Country Gardens will
remember this year's team for a long time. We watched a group of individual players, some of whom have never
played together, of different ages, as they morphed into a Team. A Team that took the mountains by storm, a Team
which always looked for the extra pass in order to get the wide open shot, a Team that was known for its tenacious defense and extraordinary effort, a Team that came together with a common goal- not just to win, but to
win the Ruach Country way.
We watched some incredibly intense games ones in which the crowd did not sit down the entire fourth
quarter. We watched games when the opposing team was at the free throw line in a tight game. The town of Liberty was undoubtedly shaking from all the noise that came out of the gym! All of the Team’s successes were not
only because of the players and coaching staff, but due to the greatest crowd in the mountains- YOU, the campers
and the staff of Camp Agudah. This year, the crowd of Ruach Country Gardens, was led by our hilarious mascots,
the frog, the agudolphin, and the bear. These bouncing mascots energized the campers to a level never before seen
in the mountains. The building practically shook every single game. In fact, Mike Bernstein, a professional collegiate referee who, together with his crew, refs all of our home games commented after reffing one of our thrilling victories, that the Ruach Country crowd is one of the most electrifying crowds he has ever seen. Mike even
asked that we contact him with our Summer 2016 schedule as soon as possible, as he and his crew want to ref all
of our games. Our GM has been in contact with him to schedule his crew for next summer’s games.
Summer 2016 promises to be an exciting one for the Camp Agudah basketball Team. With many of our supertalented rookies moving up in the ranks, the team is certain to continue in their winning ways and maintain their
place as one of the best teams in the mountains. But remember, as a talented as we are on the court, we are that
much greater being cheered on by a pumped up crowd. We need YOU to show up even more energized next
summer than in the past, and we are sure that YOU will come through! Of course remember to keep practicing
and working on your game because one day in the near future there will be someone else in the stands cheering
on YOU the future stars of CAMP AGUDAHS TEAM!
PRIDE UNITY TRADITION
RUACH COUNTRY BASKETBALL.
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Who would have imagined what (Anyone who has ever tried making a skit in Camp Agudah will understand)
took place with the ninth grade night
seder this summer. The dirshu revolu- BY THE LAX & WEEDS TROUPE
tion reached new heights this year .
YL: alright moishe that time of the summer we gotta
The close to perfect attendance every
make a skit.
MW: any ideas?
night ,shiurim on a taanis and after
YL: ye how about this. So we've got two mimes and their
visiting day showed that the bochurim trapped in this invisible boxMW: oooo sounds great but the problem is someone in
made the learning of hilchos teffilin a
camps grandfather use to be a mime and he got trapped
part of themselves. The boys took the
in a box... pretty crazy story so I don't think camp will
let... the kid will get pretty embarrassed
halochos and incorporated them into
YL: I think i remember hearing that story
daily use. When the daily shiur ended
MW: Ye it was in one of the "Touched By A story" books.
YL: Thought so, so do you have any ideas
we had boys coming over to ask quesMW: How about we have one of us be a ventriloquist and
tions and clarify different halochos.
the other a dummy andYL: Um... Moishe
Over 60 boys took the bechina at the
MW: No don't say it....
end of each half with quite a number
YL: I don't think we can do it
of them getting money for high marks. MW: What how? Someone's uncle is ventriloquist?!
YL: No worse... Someone's father is a dummy....
However the main thing gained was
MW: I feel like you just made that up
that the bochrim see that halacha is
YL: Nope some stuff you just can't make up...
So do we have any other ideas?
the way to live our lives. My bracha to MW:
YL: How about we do something on Ol' Mcdonald?
all you boys is that you should keep
Mw: Nope
How in the world is anyone in camp related to Ol'
growing in Torah and Avodas Hashem YL:
Mcdonald?!
and we should all be zoche to a kesivah MW: It's not that but there's a camper who has an uncle
who actually looks like a cow... so yea.... no farm stuff.
vechasima tova.
YL: how about we go serious?
Rabbi Yehuda Schwebel
MW: I'll take you take you up on that and raise you a

clown
YL: what?
MW: Let's have a Soldier and A Clown in the same skit!
And we'll make it a misdirection skit
YL: *Blank Stare*
MW: But How is that even possible?!
YL: I'm sorry moishe , I truly am
MW: A Clown soldier?!?!
YL: Yup, a campers Great Grandfather... there's no way
we'd be allowed to do it.
Mw: I Give up then... we lost....
YL: Ouch!
MW what happened? Are you ok?
YL: I just stubbed my t-t-t-t-toe!
MW: wait a second, do you usually stutter?
YL: no not really, I guess only when the word starts with
a t like t-t-toes.
MW: Yaakov you're brilliant you just won us the skit!
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